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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to investigate the ef­
fect of electroconvulsive shock (ECS) as well as the effect 
of differential somesthetic stimulus cues upon an ongoing 
response. It was hypothesized that the duration of re­
sponse inhibition would be a function of the similarity of 
the proprioceptive cues experienced in the ECS and post-ECS 
situations. Fifty-six male albino rats, their eyes enucle­
ated and their vibrissae clipped, were randomly divided 
into eight groups. The experiment took place in three 
phases. In Phase I, all groups, wearing ear clip electrodes 
on every trial, were trained to find food in a T-maze 
whose goal arms were elevated ramps fixed at 30° of incli­
nation. During the ECS trials, Phase II, half of the eight 
groups received convulsive shock on the 30° ramp upon reach­
ing the goal while the other four groups served as pseudo- 
ECS controls (PECS). In Phase III, following ECS, the four 
ECS and four pseudo-ECS groups were retrained to find food 
in the T-maze. One-fourth of both the ECS and PECS groups 
were retrained with inclines respectively set at 30°, 20°, 
10°, and 0° of inclination. Running times, number of trips 
to the choice point, and number of trials to reach a crite­
rion of three errorless trials all confirmed the hypothesis
▼ii
viii
that the more similar the somesthetic cues of the ECS and 
post-ECS conditions, the greater the amount of inhibition 
that would occur. A significantly greater amount of defe­
cations and urinations occurred in the shocked groups 
lending support to a "pain-fear" interpretation of the ef­
fect of ECS. No differences were found between ECS and 
pseudo-ECS in the number of forwardgoing errors made, 
offering little support to a "memory-trace" explanation of 
ECS. Contributions of the study were discussed as were the 
supporting data for a "pain-fear" theory of ECS.
CHAPTER I
CONTRIBUTIONS OF HISTORY
"For whereas the order on which magic 
reckons is merely an extension, by false 
analogy, of the order in which ideas 
present themselves to our minds, the 
order laid down by science is derived 
from patient and exact observation of 
the phenomena themselves."
— Sir James George Frazer1
It is obvious from the study of ancient and pre­
historic cultures that electricity and its relation to 
man has long enjoyed a prominent place in human thinking 
and daily life. Frazer (1959) documents numerous in­
stances where lightning is ascribed magical powers. Since 
Ugo Cerletti (1954) first introduced electroconvulsive 
shock in man in 1937, the practice has gained wide accep­
tance in the treatment of emotional illness. Unfortunately, 
the aura of magic still surrounds electroconvulsive shock 
treatment, both for the practitioner and the patient. In 
spite of the research, the therapeutic mechanisms involved
1The New Golden Bough (New York, 1959), p. 649.
2
Ugo Cerletti, "Atti d. Convegno S. Terap. d. 
Schizofr." Soc. Lomb. Ned., 1937, p. 16.
2in electroconvulsive shock remain a mystery, and the many 
suggested intervening variables are often contradictory, 
though educated, guesses. Human research in the area has 
lacked sound measurement variables and adequate controls 
and has been generally deficient in scientific rigor. While 
research on infrahuman subjects is far better controlled, 
the effect of experimenter premises and biases, the com­
plexity and number of the variables involved, and the low 
cognitive development of the organisms studied, have all 
made generalization to the clinic somewhat questionable.
The purpose of this dissertation is to discuss some of the 
difficulties in integrating the research findings on elec­
troconvulsive shock and to conduct an experiment to close 
a major gap in that research.
Cerletti was not the first to recognize the thera­
peutic value of electricity. Scibonio Largo (45 A.D.) 
treated headaches by placing a live torpedo fish (25-30 
volts) on his patients' heads (Cerletti, 1950)^. Pliny 
the Elder (23-79 A.D.) reportedly used a similar treat­
ment for easing labor, and Galen (201 A.D.) asserted that 
it healed headaches and destroyed movement and feeling 
(Cerletti, 1950).4”5
■^Scibonio Largo, Compositlonis Medicumentarum (43-48
A.D.) .
4
Pliny the Elder, Book 32X.
5Galen, Proprita dei semplici XI (201 A.D.).
After electricity had been experimentally isolated,
the Histoire de L 1Academie Royale des Sciences of France
brought out a report on electricity in medicine (Harms,
61955). Cures were reported from all over Europe, partic­
ularly for paralysis and epilepsy. In 1755, Dr. J. B.
LeRoy reported the cure of a case of hysterical blindness
7
with three increasing electroshocks which Harms (1955)
contends was the first electroconvulsive shock treatment.
Also in 17 55, Richard Lovett claimed to be successfully
treating mental disease by electric sparks and current
0
(Stainbrook, 1948a), and by 1783, Jean-Paul Marat was in­
sistently critical about the indiscriminate prescription of
q
electroshock therapy (Stainbrook, 1948a). Marat admonish­
ed, "It is not sufficient to know how to turn the handle of 
an electric machine, but necessary to know the mechanisms 
of what one is employing as well." The same criticism is 
still being raised today.
^Histoire de L 'Academie Royale des Sciences (Paris,
1740).
7Histoire de L'Academie Royale des Sciences (Paris,
1755).
0
John Wesley, The Desideratum, or Electricity Made 
Plain and Useful by a Lover of Mankind and Common Sense 
(London, 1759).
9Jean-Paul Marat, Memoires sur L*Blectricite Medi-
cale (Paris, 1783).
4By the turn of the 19th Century, electroshock therapy
was being used rather widely. Bischoff, in 1801,^° claimed
to have cured hysterical paralyses and stuporous conditions
by application of direct continuous current; Augustin^-*
that same year reported a similar cure for hysterical blind-
12ness; and Aldini, in 1804, related cures of melancholia
by the use of galvanic current (Stainbrook, 1948a).^ ^  ^
Slightly prior to this, in 1798, P. C. G. Scheidemantel
wrote the first textbook on psychosomatic medicine with
chapters on "fright" and "scare” as a means of cure (Korn- 
13field, 1905). He believed that shock, broadly conceived, 
was of help in hiccoughs, convulsive laughter, indigestion, 
menstrual bleeding, hysterical paralyses, epileptic attacks, 
and mass neuroses. Immediately following this period, how­
ever, the therapeutic use of electricity was contaminated 
by the then popular and prevailing ideas concerning animal 
magnetism, and electroshock theory fell into disuse until 
later in the 19th Century (Pollack, 1923; Stainbrook,
1948a).
*°C. Bischoff, Commentatio de Usu Galvanismi, etc. 
(Jena, 1801).
^F. L. Augustin, Von Galvanismus (Berlin, 1801).
12J. Aldini, Essai Theoretiaue et Experimentsle sur 
le Galvanisme (Paris, is04j.
C. G. Scheidemantel, Die Leidenachaften als 
Heilmittel Betrachtet (Hildburghausen" 1797).
Past the mid-1800's, practitioners began to demon­
strate that electric shock was more effective in the treat­
ment of certain specific types of psychopathology, primarily 
melancholia and psychotic stupor. Rorie, in 1862, reported 
treating a 50-year-old melancholie, who was having auditory
hallucinations, by placing electrodes in his ears (Stain-
14 1 5
brook, 1948a). Heyden (Stainbrook, 1948a) found that
painful sensations and depression disappeared in three 
cases of electrically treated melancholia of less than three 
month's duration; and, in the following year, 1887, Wigles- 
worth (Stainbrook, 1948a)10 observed that "simple melan­
cholia with delusions" had the best electrotherapeutic
17prognosis. Beard (Stainbrook, 1948a) felt that "melan­
cholia dependent on the change of life" was particularly
amenable to electroshock treatment, and Newth (Stainbrook,
181948a) concurred with others that depression was the most
^J. Rorie, "On the Treatment of Hallucinations by 
Electrization," J. ment. Sci.. 1962-63, 8, 363.
15 "F. Heyden, "Practische Beitrage zur Anwendung der
Elektricitat bei Geisteskranken," Alla. Z. Psvchiat., 1886, 
42, 83. --- ~  —  ---
16J. Wiglesworth, "On the Use of Galvanism in the 
Treatment of Certain Forms of Insanity," J. ment. Sci.,
1887, 385. ~
17G. Beard, "The Treatment of Insanity by Electric­
ity, " J. ment. Sci.. 1873-74, 19, 355.
10A. Newth, "The Galvanic Current Applied in the 
Treatment of Insanity," J. ment. Sci.. 1873-74, 19, 79.
6susceptible to this type of therapy. Following this short 
revival of the use of electricity in the treatment of men­
tal illness, shock again fell into disuse until Cerletti's 
first published work in Italian in 1937 (Cerletti, 1950,
1954),19
It seems that infrahuman research in electroconvul­
sive shock had to wait for the unique coincidence of in­
creasingly sophisticated behavioral techniques and Cerletti's 
new revival of electroshock treatment. The animal research 
in ECS in the late 1930's was aimed primarily at the develop­
ment of anti-epileptic drugs, e.g., Putman and Merritt's 
(1937) study on the "Experimental determination of the 
anti-convulsant properties of some phenyl derivatives."
The similarity between the convulsions produced electri­
cally or aurally and those in human epilepsy prompted the 
research in the early 1940's (Page, 1941), and the thera­
peutic properties of shock were either ignored or only 
incidentally noted. Other early literature focused on the 
convulsion per se or its physiological concomitants 
(Griffiths, 1941j Parker, 1941).
Interestingly enough, the first studies of the re­
lationship between convulsions and behavioral modification
19
Cerletti, o p . cit.
7grew out of the research of the then recently discovered 
audiogenic seizure (Stainbrook, 1942), but the role of 
electrically and chemically induced convulsions in behav­
ioral modification followed closely behind (Gellhorn, 
Kessler, & Minatoya, 1942; Sisk, 1942; Stainbrook & Lowen- 
bach, 1942). The earliest study relating convulsions to 
behavioral change is Sisk's (1942) study of the "Effect of 
experimentally induced audiogenic seizures upon relearning 
in the white rat." From this point on, the relationship 
between the convulsion and behavior change was well estab­
lished, and, for the next few years, chemical, electrical, 
and audiogenic convulsions received about equal attention 
in the animal literature. In 1943 we find this shared 
interest in such titles as: "Symptoms of experimental
catatonia in the audiogenic and electroshock reactions of 
rats" (Stainbrook and DeLong, 1943), or "The effect of 
electrically and chemically induced convulsions on condi­
tioned reflexes" (Kessler and Gellhorn, 1943). However, by 
1945 and after, the predominant part of the literature on 
convulsions and behavioral change was invested in electric 
shock. By 1948, Russell and Stainbrook had written compre­
hensive review articles on research in electroconvulsive 
shock with infrahuman subjects. Both articles were origi­
nally delivered as papers at a symposium on electroconvul­
sive shock, and they later appeared in an issue of the
8
20Journal of Personality which was exclusively devoted to 
electroconvulsive shock treatment and research. At about 
this time the literature began to be flooded with studies 
dealing with the relationship between electroconvulsive 
shock and behavioral modification, and, to understand the 
complexity of this relationship, a closer look at the 
variables involved is necessary. In order to do this, the 
next chapter moves from this general historical overview to 
an investigation of the many variables studied and involved 
in electroconvulsive shock research.
20Journal of Personality, 1948, 17, 2-8 and 16-28.
CHAPTER II
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE LITERATURE
Research efforts concerning electroconvulsive shock 
(ECS) using animal subjects were intensified in the late 
1940's, and, unfortunately, there have been few systematic 
attempts to integrate the research data. Of the six review 
articles available (Finger, 1947; Fleming, 1956; Gordon, 
1948; Riess, 1948; Russell, 1948; and Stainbrook, 1948c), 
all are now antiquated due to the rapid growth of electro­
convulsive shock literature during the 1950's. Furthermore, 
not all of these reviews focus upon electroconvulsive shock 
(ECS) and behavioral modification. Fleming (1956) and 
Riess (1948) dealt solely with the "somatic" or "physio- 
genic" theories and research on ECS; and Gordon (1948) re­
viewed 50 shock therapy theories but simply enumerated them 
without revealing their authors, lacked a bibliography, and 
completely ignored research. Russell (1948), in his very 
thorough review article, discussed, from the then available 
literature, the behavioral changes accompanying ECS. He 
covered the effect of ECS on learning, retention, condi­
tioning, and habit reversal. Hayes (1948), though not
9
attempting a review, very adequately covered and organized 
the ECS literature as part of the introduction to his re­
search. However, these last two authors failed to consider 
the numerous extraneous variables affecting the data such 
as the variety of shock techniques, the array of apparatus 
and problems, the cumulative effect of convulsions, the 
effects of handling, etc. These factors raise serious 
doubt as to the comparability of the data, and consequently, 
little light is shed on the behavior modifying mechanism or 
mechanisms in ECS.
Several factors complicate the task of meaningfully 
comparing and collating the ECS research. First, the 
typical uni-variable approach of the researchers has cre­
ated a great diversity as well as number of independent 
variables. Second, experimenters fail to replicate signif­
icant data. In addition, unmeasured variables such as sub­
ject handling, shock environment, and very subtle anatomical 
structural changes contribute significantly to the variance. 
A last difficulty arises from the experimenters' premises 
concerning which point in the history of a response that it 
is meaningful to study the effect of ECS. As a result, 
some researchers administer ECS prior to learning, others 
concurrently with learning, and still others after learn­
ing. At any rate, the relationship between the dependent
11
behavioral variable and the clinical behavior is rarely, if 
ever, clearly stated, though clinical generalizations are 
often drawn from the data.
With these difficulties in mind, an attempt will be 
made to review the ponderous amount of ECS research in 
which infrahuman subjects have been used. Other reviewers 
(Finger, 1947; Russell, 1948; Stainbrook, 1948c) have 
typically organized the research around theoretical issues. 
They have also usually accepted at face value the re­
searchers' often operationally unsound description of the 
phenomena they were purporting to study (e.g., "retention," 
"memory," "learning ability"). This survey of the litera­
ture will undertake to clarify the effect of ECS and other 
factors upon animal behavior, using a strictly behavioral 
approach without becoming embroiled in theoretical issues. 
If the author should occasionally stray to a more mental- 
istic metaphor in evaluating data, it is only to relieve 
the reader of the burden of repetition. A discussion of 
27 general factors in ECS, isolated for study by various 
experimenters, will be presented first. They will be or­
ganized under the topic headings of (A) Subject variables, 
(B) Variables associated with the convulsive stimulus, (C) 
Apparatus variables, (D) Temporal variables, (E) response 
variables, (F) Handling variables, and (G) Miscellaneous 
variables. Following the section on the general factors
12
will be an examination of how these major variables inter­
act with ECS and one another to modify behavior.
Before beginning a discussion of the literature, 
two general comments are in order. First, when "convul­
sion" is used, it refers to a grand mal convulsive seizure 
which most authors accept as an episode involving both 
tonic and clonic phases. Second, unless stated to the con­
trary, the reader may assume that all experimenters use 60 
cycle alternating current to produce a convulsion.
The General Factors
A. Subject Variables
Convulsive threshold and pattern. Prior to begin­
ning an evaluation of the effect of ECS and such subject 
variables as age, weight, sex, body temperature, or phylo­
genetic level upon behavioral modification, it is necessary 
to delineate their effect upon the convulsive threshold. 
Since the convulsive threshold may be affected by one or 
all of these subject variables, it is likely to be a hid­
den factor with an unknown value in any electroconvulsive 
shock study. Since Finger (1947) very thoroughly reviewed 
the variables influencing convulsive behavior and estab­
lished that nutritional, pharmacological, and neural 
deficits were important factors in all types (chemical, 
auditory, etc.) of experimentally induced convulsions;
13
this section will only focus upon the general organism 
variables as they relate to the electroconvulsive shock 
threshold.
Some authors have directly undertaken to study the 
convulsive threshold (Golub & Morgan, 1945; Pierce &
Patton, 1952; Pierce, Russell, & Patton, 1950) while others 
have undertaken it as a necessary preliminary step to their 
investigation (Hayes, 1948; Orland & Posey, 1950). Golub 
and Morgan (1945) did the earliest investigation of con­
vulsive limens in the white rat and determined that the 
absolute threshold is about 14 milliamperes with a duration 
of 75 msec. These authors also give an excellent descrip­
tion of the behavioral events which occur during a seizure. 
Hayes (1948) reported that individual thresholds for a 
grand mal convulsion ranged anywhere from 10 to 35 ma., de­
pending on the size of the animal, but he recommended 35 
ma. as the minimal current for routine experimental use.
Several factors are involved in creating variation 
in convulsive thresholds. Hayes (1950) investigated the 
effect of tissue resistance. He took electrical measure­
ments on an anesthetized monkey during ECS and demonstrated 
that the skull has a very high electrical resistance, that 
the current flow through the brain is very diffuse, and 
that most of the applied electrical energy is wasted in 
shunt current losses through the extracranial tissues.
Swinyard and Toman (1948) studied the characteristics of 
experimental seizures in rats whose body temperatures were 
altered by exposure to extreme environmental temperatures. 
They discovered that when the body temperature was lowered, 
the seizure threshold was increased and the seizure dura­
tion was reduced; and the converse was true when the body 
temperature was elevated.
Several studies demonstrated that subject weight 
was an important influence both upon the convulsive pat­
tern (Hayes, 1948; Stern, McDonald, & Werboff, 1957) and 
the convulsive threshold (Hayes, 1948; Pierce & Patton,
1952). Both Hayes (1948) and Stern, McDonald, and Werboff 
(1957) showed that male albino rats of different weight 
who underwent a series of ECS showed two distinct types of 
seizure patterns which consisted of either tonic-clonic or 
simple clonic phases. Heavier animals were more prone to 
a simple clonic convulsion and had an increased incidence 
of vertebral fractures. Both concluded that the simple 
clonic seizure was an abortive form of a grand mal convul­
sion. These data relate directly to Hayes' (1948) and 
Pierce and Patton's (1952) findings which report a positive 
correlation between weight and the convulsive threshold.
Age, too, is an important factor in altering the 
convulsive threshold. Gellhorn and Ballin (1948) experi­
mented on rats varying in age between four weeks and more
15
than one and one-half years, and they showed that the inci­
dence and severity of convulsions induced by applying elec­
tric current to the head declines with increasing age.
They further demonstrated that this decline is not confined 
to the period preceding sexual maturity and that comparison 
of adult rats of different age but similar weight showed 
that the susceptibility to convulsions is related to age 
and not solely to weight.
Adaptation is a phenomenon related to the convulsive 
threshold and bears mention here. Hemphill and Walter 
(1941), using human subjects, found that subthreshold 
shocks raise the convulsive threshold or shorten the sei­
zure, if one occurs. Golub and Morgan (1945) observed the 
adaptation phenomenon in rats and showed that thresholds 
rose with successive shocks given either on the same day 
or on different days, either at subthreshold or supralimi­
nal values.
Hays (1948), in addition to his interest in the con­
vulsive threshold and seizure pattern, was also interested 
in other physical limitations of his animals in order to 
insure the safety and maximal experimental effectiveness 
of his animals. He points out, for instance, that electro­
cution is impossible unless tetanizing shock reaches the 
heart and, also, that 200 ma. for 5 seconds is not fatal to
16
the rat. He describes severe burns of the pinnae at the 
place where the alligator clips were attached, these burns 
occurring in the shock range of 160-240 ma. He selected 
150 ma. as the upper safe limits of shock to minimize side 
effects and maintain the well-being of the experimental 
animal. With these comments on the facts and factors of 
the convulsive shock threshold in rats, we next turn to 
the general subject variables in ECS and their effect upon 
"behavioral modification.
Age. Tattan (1957) investigated the effect of ECS 
upon learning ability as a function of the age of the 
organism. Using rats 24 and 125 days old with delays of 
two and 30 days between ECS and learning a Lashley III 
water maze, he found that neither variable significantly 
affected the number of errors or trials to criterion, al­
though the younger animals were faster than the older ones. 
All experimental groups were inferior in learning to their 
nonconvulsed controls. Several other authors investigated 
the effect of ECS upon the learning ability of young rats 
without including a mature comparison group. Risshikof 
and Rosvold (1953) concurred with Tattan (1957) in finding 
no effect of ECS upon learning ability of rats given ECS 
in late infancy (20-29 days old). On the other hand, 
Bernberg (1951), Briksen, Porter, and Stone (1948), and
17
Porter, Stone, and Eriksen (1948), all found that young 
rats given ECS between 20 and 30 days of age were inferior 
to unshocked infant controls in their ability to learn a 
Stone Multiple T-maze.
Thompson (1957b) and Thompson, Haravey, Pennington, 
Gannon, and Stockwell (1958), studied the effect of age on 
the retention of a brightness discrimination. Thompson 
(1957b) administered one ECS to young (30-42-day-old) rats 
after the last trial for learning a brightness discrimina­
tion. He found that greater behavioral deficits were pro­
duced by ECS in younger rats irrespective of whether ECS 
followed learning by 30 seconds or 15 minutes. Thompson 
et al. (1958), in a follow-up study using the same problem 
and rats of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 200 days of age, demon­
strated that errors on post-ECS retention trials decreased 
with age for rats 30, 40, or 50 days old. Errors were 
approximately the same in the 60 and 200-day-old rats.
Though Thompson et_ al. (1958) interpret these findings in 
terms of increasing myelination, the other subject variables 
which affect the convulsive threshold may also act indirect­
ly to affect behavior. Therefore, any conclusions drawn 
concerning the effect of age and ECS upon behavior must be 
tentative. Further research is necessary to relate the 
effects of the convulsive threshold to behavioral modifica­
tion .
18
Weight. Only one study was found which directly 
investigated the effect of body weight upon behavioral 
change. Mirsky, Looney, and Rosvold (1954) maintained 
their rats on either 85% of weight or enough food for 
steady weight gain. The rats were trained on the problems 
of the Hebb-Williams field test and then subjected to a 
course of ECS. They found no observable difference in the 
deficit produced by ECS in either the inadequately or ade­
quately fed animals, and both groups were significantly 
poorer than their nonshocked controls.
Body temperature. Gerard (1955) reports a study in 
which hampsters were subjected to deep cold treatment be­
tween mastering a maze and ECS. Shock was then administered 
to different groups at intervals of five min., 15 min., one 
hour, and four hours. The results indicated that behavior 
deficits in the cold-treated one hour group were as great 
as those in the 15 min. normal temperature controls.
These data, taken with Swinyard and Toman's (1948) finding 
of a lowered convulsive threshold in cold-treated rats, 
suggests that there is possibly something in the threshold 
per se that could affect behavioral change.
Sensory deficits. McDonald (1960) hypothesized that
a series of ECS causes an increase in reactivity to environ­
mental stimuli rather than causing physical debilitation or
cognitive defects. Using three groups of rats, a blind- 
deaf-anosmic group receiving ECS, a sham-operated ECS 
control, and a pseudo-ECS control; he tested the effect of 
ECS upon learning. He found that the deaf-blind-anosmic 
group performed better post-shock than did the ECS control 
group, but neither performed as well as the pseudo-ECS 
group. He concluded that ECS does, in fact, increase the 
reactivity to environmental stimuli and reduce performance. 
Brady and Hunt (1952) sought to test the possibility that 
the use of ear clip administration of ECS current impaired 
the hearing of animals previously given emotional condi­
tioning to an auditory stimulus and, thereby, affected the 
animal's performance. They, therefore, conditioned rats to 
a blinking light in association with floor grid shock and 
followed this training with 21 ECS treatments. When the 
animals were retested with the blinking light, they showed 
the same elimination of the conditioned fear response as 
in the previously reported (Brady & Hunt, 1951) "auditory" 
groups.
Rat strain. No research was found which directly 
studied the effect of ECS on different strains of ratSj 
e.g., Harlan versus Sprague-Dawley, Holtzman versus Hooded, 
etc. Thomson, McGaugh, Smith, Hudspeth, and Westbrook 
(1961) did investigate the differential effects of ECS upon
20
rats from the same strain but of different levels of maze- 
brightness. Using experimental groups of Tryon's maze- 
bright and maze-dull rats, ECS was administered concurrently 
with learning at different time intervals following each 
day's trial in a Lashley alley maze. Similar control 
groups were not shocked. Maze-dull animals made more 
errors than the maze-bright while learning the maze, but 
there were no significant differences between strains in 
the unshocked control groups. Madsen and McGaugh (1961), 
also using two different strains of Tryon rats, found no 
difference between strains in performance decrement follow­
ing a simple single-learning-trial, single-ECS experiment.
Phylogenetic level. Though no definitive research 
has been done comparing subjects of different phylogenetic 
levels, a comparison of studies using rats, cats, monkeys 
and human beings reveals that deficits in learning and re­
tention decrease as one ascends the phylogenetic scale. 
Palmer (1950) trained 40 adult rats and 8 cats on a double 
alternation problem prior to administering 25 ECS, one per 
day. He found that the rat-ECS group had a savings of 
10-35% as opposed to nearly complete savings in the cat-ECS 
group. Both no-shock control groups also had near complete 
retention.
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Research on monkeys uses comparatively more difficult 
learning problems. Braun, Patton, and Barnes (1952) trained 
eight rhesus monkeys on 515 object-quality discrimination 
problems. They then administered 20 ECS {three per week) to 
half of the animals. In a series of 96 additional problems, 
the convulsed animals initially were significantly inferior 
to the controls in terms of total errors. However, the im­
pairment was temporary and most marked on differential-cue 
trials. Braun, Barnes, and Patton (1957), using a less 
difficult task, showed that a series of 20 ECS failed to 
disturb discrimination reversal learning. In the temporary 
impairment that followed ECS, perseveration of response was 
an outstanding characteristic of the convulsed group. Braun 
(1952a, 1952b) experimented with the effect of ECS upon 
future learning in monkey subjects rather than upon reten­
tion. He found that neither the capacity to perform de­
layed responses (1952a) nor the ability to learn oddity 
problems (1952b) was affected by a series of 20 ECS given 
prior to beginning learning trials.
Moving up on the phylogenetic scale, only a few re­
searchers have used relatively well-controlled experiments 
to investigate the effect of ECS on retention in human 
subjects. Several different types of memory tasks were 
used. Cronholm and Lagergren (1959) had patients learn a 
single number 5, 15, or 50 seconds prior to shock. Mitsos
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(I960) had a group of patients learn 10 paired associate 
words prior to shock, and Cronholm and Molander (1957) had 
their group of patients learn 30 paired associate words 
along with 20 figures and a short story. These investiga­
tors agreed that ECS has an adverse effect on the opera­
tionally defined variable of "retention," but that that 
effect was temporary.
Janis (1950a) was one of the first to study the ef­
fect of ECS upon existing memories. He obtained a sub­
stantial sample of personal memories from each patient in 
an intensive pre-shock interview, covering such topics as 
school history, job history, history of the mental disorder, 
heterosexual and marital relationships, family relationships, 
childhood experiences, and outstanding life experiences. 
Following treatment, a post-shock interview was conducted 
using specific questions concerning the patient's past 
history. Definite and consistent evidence of circumscribed 
amnesias was found following electric shock treatment with 
all of the ECS patients showing some memory defect as com­
pared to almost no memory defect in the control groups.
Janis points out that there was some evidence to indicate 
that memories which tend to evoke guilt, lowered self­
esteem, or other painful affective reactions were less 
likely to occur following shock. In addition, the recall 
deficit was temporary, lasting anywhere from 2-1/2 to 3-1/2
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months after treatment. Cronholm and Blomquist (1959) also 
studied the effect of ECS on existing memories and likewise 
found that "retention" was temporarily impaired. Janis 
(1950b) and Roth (1958) demonstrated that their shock groups 
had greater recall difficulty with words related to signifi­
cant emotional experiences.
Unfortunately, a confound variable is added to the 
human research in ECS since all groups are necessarily suf­
fering from some form of psychopathology. Comparable studies 
using rat subjects occur throughout this text and will not be 
presented in the section.
B . Variables Associated with the Convulsive Stimulus
Type of convulsive stimulus. Several investigations 
were found which were designed to study the psychophysical 
relationships between various aspects of ECS and the abso­
lute threshold for a grand mal convulsion. Pierce, Russell, 
and Patton (1950) used 5 different types of current and var­
ied the intensities of each. The current types used were 
alternating, full rectified pulsating, half rectified pul­
sating, direct, and rectilinear pulsating. They found that 
the thresholds differ significantly from one type of current 
to another and that the thresholds remained highly stable 
under the various experimental conditions. Similar data 
were obtained by Woodbury and Swinyard (1952) using four
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types of electrical stimuli: single pulse, repetitive uni­
directional pulses of variable duration, unidirectional 
rectangular pulses of variable frequency, and alternating 
sine wave current. Hovorka, Schumsky, and Work (1960) 
used unidirectional pulses and varied the combinations of 
pulse duration (.2 to 20.0 msec.) and interpulse interval 
(.5 to 10.0 msec.). They found that both the pulse dura­
tion and the interpulse interval as well as their interac­
tion had a significant effect on changing the convulsive 
threshold.
Docter (1957), Hovorka (1958), and Masserman, Arieff, 
Pechtel, and Klehr (1950) investigated the effects of vari­
ation in the convulsive stimulus upon behavioral modifica­
tion. Docter (1957) compared the effects of unidirectional 
square wave pulses, which he called "brief stimulus therapy" 
(BST), and conventional ECS. The results show BST to be 
significantly less disruptive of the retention of a pre­
shock water-maze habit than is conventional shock, although 
both forms of shock produced a behavioral decrement.
Hovorka (1958a) trained all his groups of rats to bar-press 
for water and then administered 15 unidirectional square 
wave convulsive shocks differing in pulse frequency, total 
stimulation time and pulse duration. In the first experi­
ment, the rate of responding during retest was found to be 
unrelated to either pulse frequency or total stimulation
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time, but, in the second experiment, the rate of responding 
of the male animals was related to pulse duration with mini­
mal depression of behavior occurring with a pulse duration 
of 700 msec. Masserman et al^ . (1950) studied the effects 
of Leduc (direct, interrupted) SCS versus conventional 60 
cycle ECS upon experimental neuroses in cats. They found 
that Leduc electroshock disintegrated both complex normal 
and neurotic patterns in the cats, but to a lesser degree 
than did the 60 cycle ECS. However, both the statistical 
design and experimental controls raise serious doubt as to 
the validity of their data.
Shock intensity. Both Pierce, Russell, and Patton 
(1950) and Hayes (1948), in their studies of convulsive 
thresholds, remark on the fact that thresholds are critical 
and that a very small shift of stimulus intensity would 
change convulsions from 0 to 100 per cent, an all-or-none 
phenomenon.
Several different studies were found which directly 
attacked the problem of differential electroconvulsive 
shock intensities upon learning and retention. Hayes
(1948) used shock intensities of 35 ma. and 150 ma. and 
concluded that there was no more disruption of a maze habit 
following strong than following weak shocks if both were 
sufficiently intense to produce grand mal seizures. These
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findings were confirmed by Townsend, Russell, and Patton
(1949) using a complex water maze and current values of 25, 
30, and 35 ma. respectively for different groups. Orland 
and Posey (1950) reaffirmed the data using current levels 
of 35 and 62 ma. respectively. All three groups of investi­
gators generally agreed that all intensities of supraliminal 
shock employed resulted in significant disruption of the 
maze habit and that no significant differentiation could be 
made between the various shock strengths.
Hovorka (1958b), on the other hand, demonstrated 
that the latency of convulsion varied with the intensity 
of the convulsive stimulus, the higher level stimulus pro­
ducing a shorter latency. He then hypothesized that these 
differential time periods for convulsion gave differential 
opportunity for the behavior elicited by ECS to become con­
ditioned to the goal box stimuli, and therefore, lower in­
tensity convulsive shock should be more disruptive of a maze 
habit. Using ECS as a trial terminator, he bore out his 
hypothesis when he found that the 20 ma. (low) shock group 
stopped pressing the bar for food significantly sooner than 
those receiving 130-270 ma. shock.
Convulsive versus sub-convulsive shook. This sub- 
topic might well be considered on a continuum with "shock 
intensity" which was discussed previously. However, in
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light of the all-or-none nature of the electrically induced 
convulsion, it seems best to consider it a separate topic. 
The data in this area are somewhat equivocal. Friedman 
(1953) administered convulsive shock in the Skinner Box 
(ECS-A), ECS outside of the learning situation (ECS-B), and 
non-convulsive grid shock in the learning situation 
(gridshock-A). He found similar inhibition in the bar 
press response in the ECS-A and gridshock-A groups with 
significantly less inhibition in ECS-B. Leukel (1957) ap­
plied 50 ma. grid shock outside of the learning situation 
one and five minutes following each learning trial and 
found no behavioral decrement. Duncan (1949) administered 
both convulsive and non-convulsive shock outside of the 
maze at varying time intervals following each day's trial 
and found behavioral decrements in the groups which had 
received ECS up to 15 minutes after a daily trial; but of 
the non-convulsive groups, only the 20 sec. group showed 
any decrement. These data suggest that ECS has aversive 
properties which become conditioned to the cues of the 
shock location, and Duncan's results additionally suggest 
that maze cues are mediated temporally with ECS having a 
greater magnitude of punishment than grid shock.
Contradictory findings are offered by Siegel and 
Siegel (1949). They trained rats to a given criterion of 
anticipatory goal reaction. The experimental group was
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then given two successive ECS via alligator clips to the 
ears while in the maze while the control group was treated 
similarly except that they received non-convulsive shock 
of the same intensity through the hind legs. ECS almost 
totally abolished the anticipatory reaction while the 
sub-convulsive control group showed no disruption. The 
pertinent variables operating here are still open to ex­
perimentation .
C. Apparatus Variables
The apparatus used to study ECS in rats differ in 
at least 5 readily observable physical dimensions: size,
color, physical organization, the degree of openness, and 
the environmental medium in which the animal is to perform 
(i.e., air or water). These physical dimensions, however, 
are more parsimoniously considered as stimulus cues which 
extend to both the learning and shock situations. The 
latter three apparatus variables, in addition to their cue 
value, are complicated by such additional variables as com­
plexity and/or their association with various forms of 
innately organized behavior. These parameters will be con­
sidered separately.
Apparatus cue variables. Of all the studies reviewed 
in this paper, roughly only one-third of them were explicit 
as to the location in which the electfoconvulsive shock was
given. Friedman (1953) was the first to demonstrate that 
the environmental stimuli associated with the shock loca­
tion are important factors in the behavioral modification 
correlated with ECS. Using rats, he established a stable 
rate of bar pressing in a Skinner Box. He then adminis­
tered ECS in the learning situation (ECS-A); ECS in an 
environment very different from the learning situation 
(ECS-B) ; and pseudo-shock in the learning situation (pseudo- 
ECS-A). He found that group ECS-A inhibited the bar press 
significantly longer than either ECS-B or pseudo-BCS-A, the 
latter two groups not differing in the duration of inhibi­
tion. Adams and Lewis (1962b) and Yarnell (1964) extended 
these findings. Adams and Lewis (1962b) showed that when 
rats were repeatedly exposed, without ECS, to the place where 
ECS had previously been received, the typical response inhi­
bition is apparently extinguished. Yarnell (1964) further 
established that the more similar the stimulus situations 
in which ECS and training occurred, the longer the latency 
of responses and the less frequent the learned, pre-shock 
avoidance response. He concluded, "the effects of EC8 
generalize to similar situations in the same manner as other 
conditioned responses."
Physical organization of the apparatus. The physi­
cal organization of the apparatus has been varied in myriad
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ways. Experimenters have used such diverse physical designs 
as the simple alley maze, 'T1 designs which varied in com­
plexity from one to fifteen choice points, Warden Multiple 
U-maze, circular maze, Hampton Court Maze, Dashiell Water 
Maze, Mowrer-Miller Avoidance Box, Lashley Jumping Stand, 
and various modifications of the Skinner Box. However, 
physical organization of the apparatus has not been studied 
as an independent variable per se. Because the experimenter 
defines the quality and complexity of the response and 
usually suits his equipment to it, the physical organiza­
tion of the apparatus is virtually inseparable from re­
sponse complexity. This factor will be considered in a 
later section entitled "Complexity of habit."
Degree of openness. Griffiths (1942) taught two 
groups of rats mazes of the same pattern, one open or ele­
vated, and the other closed. Following mastery of these 
mazes, the animals were further divided into convulsive and 
non-convulsive groups. The convulsive groups were subjected 
to audiogenic seizures and subsequently retested on the maze 
previously learned. Findings showed that convulsive and 
non-convulsive animals had no difficulties in repeating an 
open maze following subjection to either audiogenic sei­
zures or control conditions, but that convulsive animals 
demonstrated long refractive periods when retested on a 
previously learned closed maze. Since Griffiths used
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audiogenic rather than electrogenic seizures, generaliza­
tions concerning the effect of maze openness must be some­
what tentative. Orland and Posey (1950), using an elevated 
multiple T-maze of comparable difficulty to Griffith's 
(1942) maze, gave their rats electroshock after training 
to a criterion of 3 out of 4 perfect runs. The shock 
groups showed significant decrements in performance as com­
pared to controls. Siegle (1943) using a simple elevated 
alley, and Duncan (1948), using a single unit elevated 
T-maze, both found significant but temporary disorganiza­
tion in a recently acquired habit following ECS. This 
evidence, contradictory to Griffith's (1942) findings, sug­
gests that the differential effects of the openness of the 
maze are more likely a function of the type of seizure.
The problem, however, remains open to experimentation.
Environmental medium. Though the environmental 
medium in which the animals performed was varied from study 
to study, only Stainbrook (1948b) studied the differential 
effect of water and air as environmental media. In sepa­
rate experiments, he found that rats trained in either a 
water or alley T-maze spent significantly more time in the 
mazes following 30 ECS than did the respective control 
groups. Unfortunately, though the study was extensive, the 
water-ECS and alley-ECS animals were not directly or
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statistically compared, leaving doubt as to the generality 
of the data.
D. Temporal Variables
Duration of behavior decrement. Several sets of 
investigators have studied the effect of ECS upon the de­
crease in learning ability (Braun, Russell, & Patton,
1949a; Eriksen, Porter, & Stone, 1948; Porter, Stone & 
Eriksen, 1948; Risshikof & Rosvold, 1953; Russell, 1949; 
Stainbrook, 1948b). Training was begun anywhere from 24 
hours to 90 days following the last of a series of daily 
ECS; and errors, trials to criterion, and time were typi­
cally used as measures. Braun, Russell, and Patton (1949a), 
Eriksen, Porter, and Stone (1948), and Porter, Stone, and 
Eriksen (1948) all found the experimental group signifi­
cantly deficient in learning ability as compared to the 
control groups. Two dissenting votes to the foregoing data 
were cast by Russell (1949) and Risshikof and Rosvold 
(1953). Russell measured learning 24 hours and 30 days 
after a series of 24 ECS, and he found no significant decre­
ment in ability to learn a single unit 'T' or simple alley 
maze, which points to maze complexity as a more potent 
variable. Risshikof and Rosvold (1953) trained their rats 
on the Hebb-Wllliams Closed Field Test 74 days after the 
last of a series of ten ECS, and they found no decrement in
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the ability to learn the problem in either the experimental 
or control groups.
Leukel (1957) while investigating the effect of the 
trial-shock interval upon the development of a learned re­
sponse, administered ECS at intervals of 1, 5, 30 and 120 
minutes after each day's learning trial. The 1, 5, and 30 
minute groups remained inferior to the control group over 
20 trials during learning while the 120 minute group was 
equivalent within 7 trials. In addition, it took the 1,
5, and 30 minute groups 60-70 trials to relearn compared 
to 34 and 20 trials for the 120 minute and control groups 
respectively. He concluded that the trial-ECS interval 
determined the duration rather than the magnitude of learn­
ing decrement.
Several experiments examine the effect of ECS upon 
the duration of decrement of a previously learned response. 
Cronholm and Nolander (1957) using human subjects found that 
electroconvulsive therapy has an adverse effect on the 
operationally defined variables "immediate reproduction, *' 
"delayed reproduction," "retention," and "forgetting" when 
measurements are taken within 6 hours after a treatment. 
Carson (1957), using rats, measured the attenuating effects 
of ECS upon a conditioned avoidance response at two and 17 
days after learning and found that performance (retention)
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was still significantly lower than the controls even after 
17 days. Brady (1951) found that rats trained in an emo­
tional conditioning situation (CER) and then given ECS 
failed to show the CER if tested 4 days following the last 
ECS trial. Retention tests at 30, 60, and 90 days, however, 
showed that the CER had recovered. Rats trained in a com­
plex Lashley III water maze by Braun, Russell, and Patton 
(1949b) were significantly inferior to their controls when 
tested at intervals of one, 30, 60, and 90 days. They con­
cluded, "a series of controlled electroshock convulsions is 
followed by a permanent impairment in the retention of a 
habit of the complexity of the Lashley III maze."
Stern, McDonald, and Werboff (1956) attempted to 
measure the duration of emotional changes as a function of 
ECS. Using their "timidity box" which was designed as a 
sensitive measure of emotionality, they exposed their ECS 
and control rats to a series of "timidity box" tests 27,
75, 110, and 163 days after the last shock. All ECS groups 
proved to be significantly more "timid" than their control 
group, though the degree of significance of difference 
tended to decrease as the post-ECS time increased.
Trial-shock Interval. The time interval between 
either the learning trial or completion of learning and 
the administration of ECS is a highly significant variable
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and has generated much research, particularly from a theo­
retical point of view. The classic experiment was carried 
out by Duncan (1949). Using a Mowrer-Miller Avoidance Box, 
he investigated the effect of different trial-shock inter­
vals upon the development of an avoidance response. ECS 
was administered to experimental animals at 20 and 40 
seconds; one, four, and 15 minutes; and one, four and 14 
hours following each day's learning trial. Duncan found 
that there was a very marked failure to learn to avoid in 
the 20 sec. group but this depression became progressively 
less in the 40 sec., one min., four min., and 15 min. groups. 
The one, four, and 14 hour groups did not differ significant­
ly from the controls. Leukel (1957) found a significant but 
temporary decrement in trials to criterion in his one, five, 
and 30 minute groups, but not in his two hour or control 
groups. Gerard (1955), Worchel and Gentry (1950), and 
Thomson et al. (1961) corroborated these findings.
Coons and Miller (1960), in a two-experiment study, 
both replicated and redesigned Duncan's (1949) original ex­
periment in successive investigations. In the first experi­
ment, in which Coons and Miller replicated the Duncan (1949) 
study, similar failure to learn the avoidance response was 
found, the trend tests showing the "ECS-interval accounted 
for virtually all of the between groups variance on antici­
patory runs." However, when the study was designed so that
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aversive and amnesic effects of ECS would aid rather than 
oppose each other, the results were completely reversed. 
This was accomplished by first training the animals in an 
avoidance response, followed by reversing the punishing 
compartment so that the new response to be learned would 
be to suppress the previously learned avoidance response.
At this point Coons and Miller (1960) initiated ECS daily 
and concurrently with learning at intervals of 20 and 60 
sec. and one hour. Learning to suppress was best in the 
20 sec. group followed by the 60 sec., and one hour groups, 
all differences being highly significant. They concluded 
that although ECS may produce retrograde amnesia, many at­
tends to demonstrate it had not been adequate since they 
did not control for ECS-induced fear.
In a study interested in examining the effects of 
the shock delay interval upon retention, Thompson and Dean 
(1955) administered a single ECS to different groups at 
intervals of 10 sec., two minutes, one, and four hours 
subsequent to learning a vertical-horizontal visual dis­
crimination problem. They found a significant memory 
deficit in all experimental groups but the four hour group. 
Duncan (1948) delayed ECS for 30 sec., 30 min., and two 
hours after his rats had learned a simple alternation 
problem and found significant decrement in retention in 
all experimental animals. Brady (1952), using delays of
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30, 50, and 90 days after conditioning an emotional re­
sponse (CER) found that the ECS became progressively less 
effective in disrupting the CER.
Sequentially learned responses. Growing out of the 
hypothesis that more recently acquired responses were more 
susceptible to disorganization than older habits, several 
experimenters trained their animals sequentially in two 
different habits before administering shock. Duncan (1948), 
pursuing this hypothesis, found that 14 of 20 experimental 
animals returned to the older habit as compared to only 2 
of 10 of the control group. Braun and Patton (1950) elabo­
rated upon these results by showing that if animals are 
first trained in a simple habit and then in a complex habit, 
ECS produces significant habit reversal. On the other hand, 
if the order was reversed so that the complex habit was 
learned first, ECS produced no habit reversal. Two factors 
confound the results and raise serious question as to the 
validity of Braun and Patton's conclusion that ECS can 
"disorganize a recently acquired habit and reinstate a 
previously learned habit only when the recent habit is 
relatively more difficult." The first factor is that sig­
nificant habit reversal did occur on the first post shock 
trial in both sequences. The second factor is that the 
experimental groups in both sequences brought the simpler
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habit to criterion. This latter fact compares favorably 
with the nonshock control group in which 11 out of 13 rats 
chose to bring the simpler habit to criterion in the re­
learning phase. To further confuse the issue* Geller, 
Sidman, and Brady (1955) superimposed a lever-press re­
sponse upon a CER and discovered that 21 ECS almost totally 
abolished the previously learned CER* but had no apparent 
effect upon the bar press response. The data concerning 
the effect of ECS and acquisition recency upon retention 
are inconclusive and obviously confounded by other factors.
Two studies were encountered in which shock was ad­
ministered after the learning of the first habit but prior 
to learning the second habit. Horowitz and Stone (1947) 
hypothesized that ECS would disorganize previously learned 
behavior, thus preventing competing responses from inter­
fering in the learning of a new habit. Using a Stone Multi- 
•
pie Discrimination Apparatus, they required a post-shock 
shift to the opposite discrimination cue. They discarded 
their original hypothesis when they found that no such 
post-shock learning facilitation occurred. In the Coons 
and Miller (1960) study mentioned in the previous section, 
it was found that facilitation of learning the second 
avoidance habit occurred the shorter the time interval be­
tween the learning trial and ECS. This led them to con­
clude that ECS-induced fear and fear of the aversiVe
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compartment summate to produce longer response latencies.
Number of convulsive stimulations. Thompson and 
Dean (1955) felt that repeated convulsions were cumula­
tive and confounded the data. Therefore, they proposed a 
single shock be used in ECS experimentation. Most experi­
menters, however, have routinely used ten or more convul­
sive stimulations, usually spacing them at an interval of 
one day (Bernberg, 1951; Brady, 1957; Braun & Albee, 1952; 
Braun, Russell, & Patton, 1949a, 1949b; Horowitz & Stone, 
1947; Palmer, 1950). The accumulated data on the effect 
of ECS upon the development or retention of a response 
indicates that Thompson and Dean (1955) were correct in 
their assumption.
Experimenters who have used a single shock, given 
within 30 sec. of the criterion trial, found a signifi­
cant decrement in retention in their shock groups (Fried­
man, 1953; Madsen & McGaugh, 1961; Siegel, McQinnies, & 
Box, 1949; Thompson & Dean, 1955; Thompson & Pennington, 
(1957). However, since they measured retention with­
in 24 hours of the ECS trial, they avoided the complica­
tions involved in possible spontaneous recovery (see 
"Duration of behavior decrement"). Worchel and Gentry 
(1950), interested in the effect of compounded ECS ad­
ministrations, gave different groups of rats one, three*
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six, or pseudo-ECS at two minute intervals immediately 
following the criterion trial. They measured retention 24 
hourB later and found that the six-ECS group differed sig­
nificantly from the one, three, and pseudo-ECS groups in 
running times, and errors and trials to relearn the cri­
terion. Worchel and wareiso (1950) using the same experi­
mental design with six ECS trials, found no difference 
between the ECS and control groups when a four day rest 
intervened between the criterion trial and the beginning 
of shock. This indicates that the trial-shock interval 
may be a more potent varied)le when considering the effects 
of ECS upon retention.
Brown and Wilbanks (1953) measured the effect of 
different numbers of ECS treatments upon the development 
of a response. Using a circular maze and delivering shock 
after each spatial learning trial, they administered six,
12, and 18 ECS to different experimental groups. They 
found that none of the animals ever reached the efficiency 
of the control groups, and the 18-shock groups never per­
formed better than chance. This was confirmed by Stern and 
Williams (1961) who administered shock concurrently with 
training and found only short-lived and transitory changes 
in their 8-ECS group as compared with their 16-ECS group 
when both groups were equated in the number of runway trials.
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Neet and Feldman (1954) studied the effect of a ten 
and 25 day series of ECS on the stability of the fixated 
response using a Lashley Jumping Stand. Neither course of 
ECS was effective in causing animals to modify their 
fixation, although the 25 ECS group showed increased latency 
in the first two post-shock days. As a point of interest, a 
study which approached the limit for the number of consecu­
tive daily shocks was performed by Stainbrook (1943). He 
trained rats to criterion on a double choice point T-maze, 
administered 30 daily ECS, and tested for retention 20 days 
following the last shock. The experimental groups were far 
inferior on all measures of retention.
No studies were found which measured the effect of the 
number of shocks upon learning ability. One can tentatively 
conclude that the number of shock trials act cumulatively to 
significantly affect retention of a previously learned re­
sponse, but that the critical number of shocks has not been 
clearly determined. In addition, the speed of learning is 
inversely related to the number of ECS trials when ECS is 
administered concurrently with training.
Temporal distribution of shock trials. Very closely 
related to the factor of the number of ECS trials, is the 
variable of shock intertrial interval. Is massed or spaced 
ECS more effective in modifying behavior? St em  and Williams .
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(1961) investigated "The effects of relatively massed and 
spaced electroconvulsive shock on concurrent runway per­
formance in the male albino rat." Initiating ECS concur­
rently with runway training, they administered shock to 
different groups as follows: 16 ECS, one per day; eight
ECS, one per day; eight ECS, alternate days; and 16 pseudo­
shock. Most severely affected on several measures of 
learning and retention were the 16-ECS group, followed by 
the eight alternate day ECS group, with the eight consecu­
tive daily ECS group showing only a temporary behavior 
decrement. Worchel and Gentry (1950), mentioned earlier, 
showed that six massed ECS were more disruptive of learning 
than either one, three, or pseudo-ECS, the latter three 
groups not differing in measures to criterion.
Brady, Hunt, and Geller (1954), in a well designed 
and executed piece of basic research, investigated the ef­
fect of ECS upon the retention of an emotional response as 
a function of the temporal distribution of the treatments. 
After reaching a criterion of emotional conditioning (CER), 
experimental rats received 21 ECS at different temporal 
intervals between shock trials, intertrial intervals of 
one sec.; 30 min.; and one, eight, 24, 48, and 72 hours 
were used. The one sec. group showed no attenuation of the 
CER while the 30 min., 48 hr., and 72 hr. groups showed only
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moderate effects. Maximal effects were shown with inter­
trial intervals of one, eight, and 24 hours; indicating 
that the effect of ECS upon a CER is at least in part a 
function of the temporal distribution of ECS trials. Other 
experimenters who immediately followed training with either 
two, six, or ten massed ECS trials (Orland & Posey, 1950; 
Stainbrook, 1949; and Worchel & Narcisco, 1950), found that 
no lasting results were reflected in the experimental ani­
mals 1 maze performance. In addition, Orland and Posey
(1950) found that two massed shocks yielded no signifi­
cantly different maze relearning than a single shock.
E . Response Variables
Degree of original learning. Primarily two criteria 
are used to measure the degree of mastery of a given re­
sponse, either the number of training trials or the number 
of errorless trials. Where “overlearning" is considered, 
both criteria are employed because "overlearning" is usually 
defined as a multiple of the number of trials required to 
reach a criterion of a given number of errorless trials. In 
the data to follow, it must be remembered that “overlearning" 
or “underlearning" are fictions based on arbitrary criteria 
selected by E. The criterion level of performance differs 
from study to study and is largely dependent upon the com­
plexity of the habit studied. “Complexity of habit" will
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be considered in the following section. With the prologue 
on the relative nature of the variable, we turn to the re­
search .
Both Worchel and Gentry (1950) and Braun and Albee 
(1952) studied the effect of ECS on an overlearned response. 
Worchel and Gentry (1950) used 100 per cent overlearning 
while Braun and Albee (1952) used 100, 200, and 600 per cent 
overlearning. Both studies found that an overlearned re­
sponse was less disrupted by ECS than a comparatively less 
learned behavior, and that all ECS groups were poorer in 
retention than their non-shocked controls. Braun and Albee 
concluded, "The results indicated a retention decrement 
which was a negatively accelerated function of the degree 
of original learning."
Siegel (1943), McGinnies and Schlossberg (1945), and 
Porter and Stone (1947) all used groups with a low level of 
training. Siegel (1943), for instance, investigated the 
effect of ten ECS upon a “barely learned" response. Using 
a simple 30" running track and pre-shock training of only 
seven trials, he found no difference in retention between 
the ECS and control groups. Porter and Stone (1947) used 
a relatively more complex 12 choice point maze and compared 
groups receiving 15 versus 25 learning trials prior to the 
initiation of shock. They found significantly more inter­
ference with the groups receiving the lesser amount of
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training. McGinnies and Schlossberg (1945) used a very 
difficult double alternation lever-press response and 
trained groups to 80% and 50% accuracy respectively. They 
found that performance dropped to 0% accuracy after only 
one shock in the maze. Two rats, that were later returned 
to 80% accuracy and shocked biweekly, showed decrements in 
responding following each shock, but they exhibited a 
rapid recovery of criterion. In general, we may conclude 
that the greater the amount of learning and the less com­
plex the response to be learned, the less that response is 
affected by a series of electroconvulsive shocks.
Complexity of habit. The effect of ECS upon habits 
of differential complexity has also been investigated. 
Siegel (1943) was the first to investigate this variable, 
and he was interested in whether the ability to learn a 
"simple" response was affected by a series of ECS. Using 
a 30" running track and ten ECS administered prior to 
training, he found that experimental and control groups 
did not differ in the reduction of time scores (learning). 
Russell (1949) directly compared the effect of ECS on the 
learning and retention of three different water mazes: a
runway, a single choice T-maze, and a five choice T-maze. 
The results showed no significant differences between the 
experimental animals in learning or retaining the simple
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mazes, but a highly significant interference with those ECS 
animals that were tested for learning or retention on the 
five unit ¥ - maze. In experiments that used mazes with 
greater than five choice points (Braun & Albee, 1952; Braun, 
Russell, & Patton, 1949a, 1949b; Stone & Bakhtiari, 1956; 
Thomson, et al., 1961; Townsend, Russell, & Patton (1949), 
all ECS animals showed a significant decrement in perform­
ance of the learned maze. Worchel and Narciso (1950), on 
the other hand, found no significant differences between 
ECS and control groups in either retention or relearning 
following mastery of a 14 unit T-maze.
As one ascends the phylogenetic scale, relatively 
more difficult learning tasks are unaffected by ECS.
Using monkeys, Braun and his associates studied the ef­
fect of ECS on such difficult tasks as object-quality dis­
crimination (Braun, Patton, & Barnes, 1952), delay responses 
(Braun, 1952a), oddity problems (Braun, 1952b), and dis­
crimination reversal learning (Braun, Barnes, & Patton,
1957). They found that 20 ECS delivered at the rate of 
three per week had no effect on any of these difficult 
tasks. In a study comparing cats and rats, Palmer (1950) 
designed the problem to test retention near the limit of 
a rat's learning ability. He trained both species on a 
double alternation problem and then administered ECS. He
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demonstrated that most ECS rats did not relearn (10-35% 
saving) whereas cats relearned the problem almost immedi­
ately. The foregoing results indicate that the decrement 
in learning, retention, or relearning (following ECS) is a 
function of the difficulty of the task. In addition, the 
decrement associated with response difficulty decreases as 
one ascends the phylogenetic scale.
Class of habit. In addition to the response pa­
rameters of "habit complexity" and "degree of original 
learning," it seems logical to speculate on whether differ­
ent categories of responses are differentially affected by 
ECS. That is, is an instrumentally conditioned response 
affected differently than a classically conditioned response? 
Or, is an approach response altered more, or less, than an 
avoidant response? Though no research was found which in­
vestigated this problem directly, there is much literature 
available from which to draw at least some tentative con­
clusions .
In studies utilizing an instrumenta1-avoidance re­
sponse such as escape from a water maze (Braun, Russell, & 
Patton, 1949a, 1949b; Russell, 1949; Townsend, Russell, & 
Patton, 1949), or avoidance of a charged grid (Adams &
Lewis, 1962a, 1962b; Carson, 1957; Coons & Miller, 1960; 
Duncan, 1949; Heistad, 1955; Horowitz & Stone, 1947;
Thompson, 1957b; Yarnell, 1964), it was demonstrated that 
a significant decrement of both retention and learning 
occurred in all ECS groups. However, this decrement in 
an instrumental-avoidance response was attenuated both 
positively and negatively by other important independent 
variables discussed earlier such as: the type of shock
(Docter, 1957; Masserman et al_., 1950); intensity of shock 
(Hovorka, 1958b; Townsend et al., 1949); color and shape 
of the apparatus (Yarnell, 1964); the trial-shock interval 
(Duncan, 1949; Coons & Miller, 1960; Leukel, 1957; Thompson 
& Dean, 1957); degree of original learning (Braun & Albee, 
1952); complexity of the habit (Russell, 1949); and the 
situation in which the shock was given (Adams & Lewis, 
1962b; Yarnell, 1964).
Similar results obtained when the experimenters used 
an instrumenta1-approach response. In this case, the ef­
fect of ECS was attenuated by such factors as: sensory
deficit (McDonald, 1960); rat strain (Thomson et al., 1961) 
phylogenetic level (Palmer, 1950); shock intensity (Hayes,
1948); number of shocks (Brown & Wilbanks, 1953Jij temporal 
distribution of shock trials (Stern & Williams, 1961); de­
gree of original learning (McGinnies & Schlossberg, 1947; 
Worchel & Gentry, 1950); complexity of the hert>it (Porter & 
Stone, 1947; Siegel, 1943); or the situation in which the
shock occurred (Hovorka, 1958b). The effects occurred in 
such qualitatively different approach behaviors as simple 
visual discrimination (Brown & Simpson, 1956), more diffi­
cult visual pattern discrimination (Thompson, 1957a;
Thompson & Dean, 1955), brightness discrimination (Thompson 
et al., 1958), spatial learning (Brown & Fosmire, 1952;
Brown & Octavio de la Garza, 1953; Brown & Wilbanks, 1952; 
Fosmire & Brown, 1951), maze learning (Bernberg, 1951; 
Eriksen, Porter & Stone, 1948); oddity problems (Braun, 
1952b); delay problems (Braun, 1952a); discrimination re­
versal learning (Braun et al., 1952a), and, finally, double 
alternation problems (McGinnies & Schlossberg, 1945; Palmer, 
1950).
Only Brady and his collaborators studied the effect 
of ECS upon a classically conditioned response using an 
aversive US of electricity to condition an emotional re­
sponse (CER). Though individual studies by this group ap­
pear throughout this review, they are cogently summed up 
by Brady (1957). The effect of ECS and the attenuating 
factors are similar to those recorded above. No research 
was found which investigated the effect of ECS upon a 
classically conditioned response using a non-aversive US.
Overall, it may tentatively be concluded that no 
class of habit is differentially affected by ECS, be it
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approach or avoidant, instrumentally or classically condi­
tioned. Furthermore, the factors that serve to attenuate 
the ECS effect seem to operate generally over all classes 
of habits mentioned.
Learning intertrial interval. Thompson and Penning­
ton (1957) explored the effect of both ECS and the differ­
ential spacing of learning trials upon retention. Immedi­
ately following acquisition of a discrimination learned 
under intertrial intervals of 45 sec., two, three, four, 
five, and six minutes respectively, six groups of rats were 
given ECS and then retrained on the problem two days later. 
A three to four minute interval was found to be optimal for 
original learning, but, following ECS, saving increased 
3teadily with longer intertrial intervals.
Response extinction. Gellhorn and his collaborators 
initiated a line of research investigating the effects of 
ECS upon an extinguished response (Gellhorn, Kessler, & 
Minatoya, 1942; Kessler & Gellhorn, 1943). Gellhorn (1953) 
summed up these findings. Briefly, he showed that if rats 
were taught to jump from one compartment to another at the 
sound of a bell, extinguished by non-reinforcement, and 
then administered ECS; these experimental animals showed a 
return of the avoidant response. Both Kessler and Gellhorn
(1943) and Hamilton and Patton (1952) demonstrated this 
spontaneous recovery to be very short-lived. Later re­
search, however, showed that ECS following extinction 
failed to restore the conditioned behavior (Geller & Brady, 
1961; Griffiths, 1961; Hunt, Jernberg, & Brady, 1952). The 
data remain inconclusive, and the mechanisms underlying this 
phenomenon are still in doubt.
F. Subject Handling Variables
Aside from the general factors involved in the be­
havioral effect of ECS, there is a critical source of 
variance which has not been the direct subject of inquiry, 
that is, the variance associated with the handling of the 
subjects during the course of an experiment. Bernstein 
(1957) demonstrated how differential handling acted as a 
secondary reinforcement in a learning experiment and signif­
icantly altered both learning and retention. He used three 
groups of rats: The first group was extra-handled and
fondled (EH), a second received intermediate or normal 
handling procedures (IH), and a third received no handling 
at all (NH). The EH group learned the black-shite discrimi­
nation problem in significantly fewer trials and with fewer 
errors than did either the IH or NH groups. In addition, 
when the EH group was split, and handling terminated in
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half of them for the relearning phase, almost complete dis­
integration of behavior occurred. On the other hand, the 
NH groups which began receiving EH treatment in the relearn­
ing phase improved quite rapidly. Bernstein also noted that 
the extra-handled groups showed absolutely no exploratory 
behavior while in the maze.
Several authors discuss the psychoneurotic (Krasna- 
gorski, 1935) or apparent fear behavior which develops with 
the onset of electroconvulsive shock (Coons & Miller, 1960; 
Horowitz & Stone, 1947; Hayes, 1948; Hovorka, 1958b; Page,
1941; Porter & Stone, 1947; Siegel, 1943; Stainbrook, 1948c). 
Stainbrook & Lowenbach (1942) and Siegel (1943) both point 
out that this behavior usually develops between the second 
and the fifth ECS trial. Adams and Sharp (1961) hypothesize 
that the behavioral effect of ECS is a classical conditioning 
phenomenon wherein part of the convulsive pattern of behavior 
becomes anticipatory to cues associated with ECS. They demon­
strated in their ECS groups that the UCR of defecation soon 
came to be evoked by a CS of the attachment of the ear clip 
electrodes. This data is further corroborated by Siegel
(1943) who found that the running speed of ECS rats quickly 
returned to the level of the controls in six post shock re­
learning trials when extra handling was used to extinguish 
the fright responses in the ECS group. However, on the 
seventh relearning trial, when he reintroduced the ear clips
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as part of the handling procedure* he immediately found a 
significant decrease in running speed in the experimental 
group. Stainbrook (1948c) concludes* "either there is a 
momentary perception of some quality of pain or dysphoria 
before consciousness in the rat is obliterated* or the 
conditioned reaction association to the significant pre- 
convulsive stimuli has to bridge a period of complete and 
then partial receptor-effortor impairment."
In addition to the generalized fright reaction of 
almost all groups of rats receiving ECS, numerous investi­
gators have demonstrated a connection between ECS and (1) 
the physical stimuli of the shock situation* and (2) the 
learning trial-shock interval. Adams and Lewis (1962b)* 
Friedman (1953)* Hovorka (1958b), and Yarnell (1964) have 
all demonstrated that the response diminution in ECS groups 
is definitely connected to the physical stimuli of the ECS 
situation. Some of these researchers further confirm the 
learned nature of the inhibition by demonstrating extinc­
tion (Adams & Lewis* 1962b; Siegel* 1943) and stimulus 
generalization (Yarnell, 1964). Second* that these cues 
are mediated temporally was shown by Coons and Miller (1960)* 
Duncan (1948), Leukel (1957), and Thomson et al. (1961), 
each of whom administered ECS at varying time intervals 
after a learning trial. Brady (1952), Duncan (1948), and 
Thompson and Dean (1955) have also demonstrated the effect
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of ECS and the trial-shock interval upon retention. The 
general results of these latter data establish that the 
sooner ECS is administered following a learning trial, con­
currently with learning or after reaching criterion, the 
greater the behavior decrement that will occur.
The foregoing research indicates that at least some 
of the behavior associated with ECS is likely to generalize 
to the handling procedures, approach of the examiner, physi­
cal similarity in the shock and learning situation, etc.
If one is to parcel out any "pure" effects of ECS, it is 
necessary that the general cues connected with shock be 
maximally different from the response measurement situation, 
a condition that was rarely met or even considered in a ma­
jority of the studies of electroconvulsive shock.
G. Miscellaneous Variables
ECS and anesthesia. Several groupB of people work­
ing with electroconvulsive shock attempted to rule out 
current passage per se as a main ECS mechanism by adminis­
tering shock while the subjects were under a general anes­
thetic (Friedman, 1953; Porter & Stone, 1947; Siegel et al., 
1949; Stern et. al.., 1956). Friedman (1953), using this 
technique, was interested in the lack of general physiologi­
cal stress due to the absence of a convulsion. The general 
effect upon rats given ECS under anesthesia, is a lesser
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disruption of maze performance than that found in non­
anesthetized ECS groups. The differences in the experimen­
tal designs of these studies make comparison of the results 
somewhat difficult, however, several interesting hypotheses 
are raised by the data.
In a well controlled experiment, Siegel et al. (1949) 
trained rats to criterion and then administered the follow­
ing treatments to three different groups: nembutol and ECS,
nenibutol and no ECS, and physiological saline and ECS. They 
found that the saline-ECS group showed a significant, but 
short-lived (one relearning trial) decrease in running 
speed following ECS. This effect was not shown in either 
of the other two groups. One set of factors contributing 
to the temporary nature of the decrement may be that they 
used a low criterion of mastery, a single ECS, and a very 
simple alley straightaway. Porter and Stone (1947), in one 
of two experiments, used a higher level of original learn­
ing, a more complex maze, and ten ECS trials. They found 
that the ECS group was significantly slower and made more 
errors when shock was administered concurrently with learn­
ing than did a similarly treated group receiving ether 
prior to ECS (ether-ECS). This effect lasted through the 
next ten post-ECS trials for running speed and through five 
post ECS trials for errors. In a second experiment, Porter 
and Stone (1947) used a lower criterion of learning and an
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even more complex maze. They found that in this less well- 
established habit, the general ECS effects appeared in both 
ECS and ether-ECS groups, but were abated somewhat earlier 
in the ether-ECS groups. Unfortunately, in neither Porter 
and Stone (1947) experiment were any non-ECS groups used as 
controls.
It is not clearly established whether this minimal 
effect is due to the fact that a general anesthetic does 
not completely eliminate the convulsion as Porter and Stone 
(1947) suggest, or whether this is due to the trauma as­
sociated with the giving of the anesthetic itself as Leukel 
(1957) suggests. Leukel found a retardation in error elim­
ination in anesthetized (non-ECS) groups as compared to 
pseudo-anesthetized (non-ECS) controls. Porter and Stone 
(1947) and Siegel e£ al^ (1949) both contend that the 
anesthesia protected the animal from the disturbing effects 
of ECS, and that such disturbances seem dependent upon the 
occurrence of a convulsion rather than upon the passage of 
current as such. However, Friedman's (1953) data concern­
ing the importance of the environmental stimuli in ECS- 
induced response inhibition raises another interesting 
hypothesis. He found that a group which received ECS in 
the original learning situation (ECS-A) inhibited bar pres­
sing far longer than an etherized group receiving shock in 
that same situation (ether-ECS-A). Further, the ether-ECS-A
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group did not differ significantly in length of inhibition 
from a group receiving plain ECS in another location 
(ECS-B). This suggests the hypothesis that the animal 
must be awake and attending to his environment for a maxi­
mal ECS effect to become apparent, otherwise, ether-ECS-A 
and ECS-A would have been equally inhibited. Further dif­
ficulty is raised for the "convulsion-necessary" position 
by Friedman's finding that a group receiving non-convulsive 
shock in location A (grid-shock-A) was equal in response 
decrement to ECS-A (see section on "Convulsive versus sub- 
convulsive shock").
An additional problem which arises when we deal with 
the attenuating effects of anesthesia-ECS, is that of the 
sensitivity of the response measure. Stern, McDonald, and 
Werboff (1957), using their reportedly sensitive "timidity 
box," found ECS and ©ther-ECS groups to be equally "timid" 
as late as 163 days post shock. Generally, one may con­
clude that when ECS is administered under anesthesia, it 
is less disruptive of a learned response than ECS alone. 
Additional evidence indicates that the degree of ?ttenua- 
tion found in anesthesia-ECS groups is a function of the 
degree of mastery, the complexity of the habit, the loca­
tion in which shock was given, and, particularly, the sensi­
tivity of the response measures used.
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ECS and anoxia. Hayes (1953), perceived a similarity 
in the effects of ECS and anoxia on memory, explored the hy­
pothesis that the underlying mechanism was also similar. He 
initiated anoxia and ECS treatments concurrently with learn­
ing, anoxia being defined by "manual compression of the rat's 
chest which was continued until the rat became limp and 
motionless, usually about 1 minute." Both experimental 
groups made significantly more errors than the control group 
in trials to learn a three choice point T-maze.
Thompson and his group at Louisiana State University 
pursued a consolidation hypothesis of memory (Mueller & 
Pilzecker, 1901). Thompson and Pryer (1956), using anoxia 
instead of ECS, replicated Thompson and Dean's (1955) study 
in which treatments were given at ten second, two minute, 
one hour, or four hours after reaching criterion. Thompson 
and Pryer (1956) observed significant deficits in retention 
in the groups receiving anoxia within two minutes of reach­
ing criterion, the magnitude of the deficit being inversely 
related to the criterion-anoxia interval. Thompson and Dean 
(1955), on the other hand, found deleterious effectB in all 
but the four hour ECS groups. Earlier research had shown 
that anoxic exposure to a simulated 20,000 feet had no ef­
fect upon easy and difficult horizontal-vertical discrimi­
nation problems (Bryant, 1956). Therefore, Thompson (1957a) 
investigated the comparability of anoxia and ECS by exposing
different groups to (1) ECS and (2) 20,000 and (3) 30,000 
feet of simulated altitude. He found that both ECS and 
exposure to 30,000 have significantly greater disruptive 
effects upon the retention of a horizontal-vertical dis­
crimination problem than does exposure to 20,000 feet of 
altitude. Pennington (1958) found that rats exposed to 
intense anoxia were far more susceptible to the deleterious 
effects of ECS than were the non-anoxic controls. In gen­
eral, we may conclude that there are certain similarities 
in the effects of both anoxia and ECS upon the retention 
of a learned visual discrimination habit. Whether similar 
behavior effects indicate a similar underlying mechanism is 
still open to doubt, although, Hayes (1953) makes a good case 
for the similarity with his observation that, "In both cases, 
as consciousness appeared to return, there was a period of 
catalepsy lasting several minutes, and accompanied by exag­
gerated startle reflexes. During the next half hour the 
rats were relatively inactive with the startle reflex slowly 
returning to normal."
Having reviewed the general variables in the ECS 
literature, we next turn to how they interact with ECS to 
modify a learned response at different stages of its de­
velopment.
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The EffectB of ECS upon Behavior 
The preceding review of the general variables involved 
in ECS was an attempt to present the available data without 
becoming embroiled in the theoretical implications. Most of 
those investigators cited earlier were intrinsically inter­
ested in the effect of electroconvulsive shock upon the modi­
fication of behavior, either learned or innately organized.
In studying the effect upon learned behavior, different in­
vestigators variously introduced ECS: (1) prior to learning,
(2) concurrently with learning, (3) after learning had begun, 
but concomitantly with learning trials, and (4) after termi­
nation of learning. As might be expected, the general 
factors and ECS interact to differentially modify behavior 
depending upon the stage of learning in which ECS is intro­
duced. To critically examine the interaction of the general 
variables and the various stages of learning would require a 
complex reiteration of much of the data just covered. There­
fore, an attempt will be made to only briefly summarize the 
research on the different stages of learning. For a more 
critical analysis concerning a given stage of learning in 
relation to a particular variable, the reader may consult 
the preceding section, "The General Factors." This present 
section will also review the effect of ECS upon innately 
organized behavior.
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ECS prior to learning. In a typical study investi­
gating the effects of ECS on later learning, shock is 
administered prior to training on a given problem, and 
trials-and-errors-to-criterion as well as running time are 
typically used as measures. The results of these studies 
are completely equivocal.
Concerning the effects of age, several investiga­
tions showed that rats given ECS in infancy or adulthood 
and later trained on mazes as complicated as the Stone 
Multiple "T" are inferior to controls in their ability to 
learn the maze (Bernberg, 1951; Braun, et al., 1949a;
1949b; Eriksen et al., 1948; Porter et al., 1948). On the 
other hand, adult rats given ECS have no difficulty later 
learning problems as simple as a water straightway, simple 
"T" (Russell, 1949), or simple avoidance response (Carson, 
1957). The duration of the decrement was found to last 
anywhere from one (Braun et^  al., 1949a) to ninety days 
(Porter et aL., 1948).
Contradictory evidence is presented by several authors. 
Tattan L957) found no effect of age and ECS upon the ability 
to learn a maze as complicated as the Lashley III Water Maze, 
and further, Risshikof and Rosvold (1953) found that infant 
rats given ECS had no difficulty in learning such a maze 
when learning began as late as 74 days after shock. The
failure of the results of these studies to reach an agree­
ment points to possible differences in other uncontrolled 
general variables. One possible source of difficulty is 
that not one of the authors mentioned here indicated the 
precautions taken for handling the animals. In addition, 
the number and temporal distributions (Poschel, 1957) of 
shock trials varied. Less equivocal data is presented as 
one moves up the phylogenetic scale. Braun (1952a, 1952b) 
showed that monkeys given 20 ECS had no difficulty learn­
ing very complex discrimination and delay problems three 
days following the last shock.
ECS initiated concurrently with learning. The com­
mon denominator in this group of studies is that electro­
convulsive shock was initiated concurrently with training 
and followed each day's learning trial for a specified 
number of ECS trials. Again, the commonly used measures 
were latency, running time, trials-and/or errors-to-cri- 
terion. The data from this stage of learning are far more 
consistent, the typical effect being that ECS groups were 
slower in latency and running speed and were later in reach 
ing criterion than their non-shock controls. Furthermore, 
learning to criterion was almost always found to occur (e.g 
Bendig & Patton, 1953; Mulhan & Stone, 1949; Orland & Posey
1950). When simpler tasks were used, errors were not a
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factor, though latencies of the ECS groups were significant­
ly slower (Brown & Simpson, 1956). Several investigators 
established that the sooner that ECS was administered fol­
lowing a learning trial, the greater the degree of disrup­
tion in the habit (Coons & Miller, 1960; Duncan, 1949; 
Leukel, 1957; Thomson et al_., 1961) . This effect was 
apparent up to a shock-trial interval of one hour for la­
tency and 30 minutes for errors-to-criterion. Adams and 
Lewis (1962b) showed that ECS was more disruptive of a habit 
when given in the same environment in which learning origi­
nally occurred. In the one study reviewed where learning 
never reached criterion, the number of ECS trials was a 
potent factor (Brown & Wilbanks, 1953). They gave ECS after 
each learning trial for six, 12, and 18 trials respectively, 
and found that no experimental group ever reached the level 
of the unshocked controls, and the 18 ECS group never per­
formed better than chance. Learning trials were not con­
tinued post shock, so the life of the effect is not clear. 
Stern and Williams (1961) confirmed this data and addition­
ally showed that the spacing of ECS trials was an important 
factor in mediating response diminution.
Learning continued with ECS. Several studies were 
found in which learning was begun and ECS introduced at 
some later period, but continued concomitantly with the
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learning trials. The general effect is very similar to 
that found when ECS is initiated concurrently with learn­
ing, however, not generally as deleterious. McGinnies 
(1947), using a moderately difficult maze and a well estab­
lished habit, found no increase in error scores but a very 
marked average increase in running time. Porter and Stone 
(1947) found that a less established habit (more complex, 
less training) was affected more than a well established 
habit (less complex, more training) when ECS was introduced. 
Hovorka (1958b) discovered that animals almost completely 
stopped bar pressing when shocked in the learning situation, 
the degree of abatement varying directly with the intensity 
of the ECS.
ECS after learning. About 50% of all the studies 
pursuing the effect of ECS upon behavioral modification, 
were those in which electroconvulsive shock was initiated 
after a learning criterion had been reached and learning 
trials terminated. The investigators pursuing the effect 
of ECS in this stage of learning often purported to be 
studying such operationally vague and elusive phenomena as 
"memory,M "retrograde amnesia," and "retention." This 
section will concern itself with the behavioral effects 
observed and leave theoretical speculation to the reader. 
Also, since the majority of the studies reviewed fall into 
this category, no attempt will be made to document each of
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the generalizations drawn, though this has been done in the 
three previous sections. For more specific information, 
the reader is referred to the appropriate preceding section 
or sections.
The general effect of ECS administered after train­
ing is an attenuation of the learned response, however, 
the response is differentially attenuated depending upon 
the other independent general factors involved. The age 
of the organism is important in the ECS effect in that 
rats below 60 days of age show a more marked deficit than 
older rats when both are administered ECS. Retention 
deficits become less as one ascends the phylogenetic scale.
The variables associated with the convulsive stimulus 
such as the type of convulsive stimulus, the shock intensity, 
and sub-convulsive shock differentially affect a learned re­
sponse. Unidirectional, square wave ECS is less disruptive 
of a learned response than conventional ECS. Furthermore, 
no significant differentiation of behavior disruption could 
be made between ECS groups receiving different intensities 
of supraliminal, convulsive shock. The data comparing con­
vulsive with sub-convulsive shock is contradictory, with 
several experimenters (Siegel & Siegel, 1949; Kurahashi,
1951) showing that sub-convulsive groups did not differ 
from the non-shock controls, while Friedman (1953) showed 
that the sub-convulsive group performed identically to the
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ECS group, both given shock in the learning situation.
Friedman (1953), Adams and Lewis (1962b) and Yarnell 
(1964) all showed that the situation in which the post­
learning ECS was given was an important factor in the de­
gree of response disruption. Also, the possibility was 
raised that the openness of the maze artificially affected 
post-ECS performance.
Research found investigating the temporal variables 
involved in ECS and retention showed: (1) that the dura­
tion of the response decrement is measurable up to at least 
90 days post-ECS, (2) that a post-learning delay in shock 
greater than two hours is not effective in reducing the 
learned response, (3) that simple massing of ECS following 
learning is no more disruptive than a single convulsion, but 
that (4) massing of ECS may be a potent factor if the ECS 
trials are spaced between one and 24 hour intervals.
Considering various parameters of the experimentally 
defined response and the effect of ECS upon them, it was 
found that: (1) the less established a response is, due
either to the complexity of the habit or the degree of 
original training, the more it will be affected by ECS, (2) 
overlearned responses are far less susceptible to the at­
tenuating effects of ECS, (3) the response decrement asso­
ciated with response difficulty decreases as one ascends 
the phylogenetic scale, (4) no class of habit is differentially
affected by ECS, be it approach or avoidant, instrumentally 
or classically conditioned, and (5) that the amount of re­
sponse savings increases steadily with longer learning- 
intertrial intervals.
ECS and innately organized behavior. The last group 
of behaviors studied in relation to ECS are those that are 
innately organized such as mating behavior, maternal behav­
ior, activity, emotionality, hunger, and feeding behavior. 
Rosvold (1949a, 1949b) undertook studies to survey the ef­
fect of ECS on either gestation or several innately 
organized patterns of behavior in the albino rat such as 
parturition, nest building, lactation, and retrieving. He 
found that pregnancy was not maintained if the series of 
ECS was begun as soon as 15 hours after insemination.
Jensen and Stainbrook (1949), using 15 ECS, showed that 
the estrus cycle was disrupted by ECS, but began as soon 
as ECS was terminated. Bacon and Rosvold (1948) relate 
the failure of pregnancy to the number of shocks by showing 
(1) One shock, given within 12 hours of copulation, had no 
effect upon pregnancy, (2) physiological changes and a de­
generating corpora lutea occurred after six daily convul­
sive shocks, and (3) complete destruction of the foetuses 
occurred in rats shocked for 11 days. Further, Rosvold 
(1949b) showed that in those animals which littered,
maternal behavior was moderately disturbed.
Male albino rats which were given one shock per day 
for nine days, placed in a relatively cold attic room, and 
supplied with neat materials; were shown by Rosvold and 
Walker (1949) to both delay neat building and to build in­
ferior nests compared to control animals. By the tenth 
day post-shock, however, the ECS animals were building 
nests comparable to the non-shock controls. Hoyt and 
Rosvold (1951) related this delay to an increase in body 
temperature due to the electroconvulsive shocks, and fur­
ther, they ruled out that the increase in temperature was 
due to any increase in activity. The disruption of nest 
building was also found by Bauer (1955) and Docter (1957), 
the latter of whom additionally showed that a unidirectional, 
square wave (BST) convulsive shock had less effect on nest 
building than conventional ECS.
Activity in ECS animals has been measured in a 
number of devices such as the activity wheel, the revolving 
drum, the "timidity box," and also exploration of an open 
field (McGinnies & Schlossberg, 1945; Sines, 1961; Stern, 
1956; Stern et al., 1956; Stone, 1946; Winder, 1946; Winder 
& Stone, 1946). These researchers generally found a defi­
nite reduction in activity in rats exposed to ECS. However, 
Stern (1956) also found an increase in activity in ECS ani­
mals when the activity wheel was used as a measure. Sines
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(1961) found ECS rats to be less emotional in an enclosed 
field than non-convulsed controls.
Mirsky and Rosvold (1953) and Stern (1954^ investi­
gated the effect of ECS on hunger and general activity. 
Mirsky and Rosvold (1953) found that animals maintained at 
85% normal weight during and after shock showed a signifi­
cant increase in hunger and weight during the post-shock 
period, but animals allowed to feed ad libidum showed a 
persistent decrease in body weight and general activity 
and ate significantly less during the immediate post shock 
period. This finding was confirmed by Stern (1954) whose 
rats were maintained either on ad lib food and water or on 
23 hour food and water deprivation. The ad lib group showed 
significant weight loss whereas the deprivation group showed 
no differences from the control deprivation animals not re­
ceiving ECS. Bernberg (1951), Braun et al. (1949a), and 
Coons and Miller (1960) all found significant decreases in 
food intake in shock groups. However, Braun et al. (1949a) 
showed that the animals began to gain weight in the last 
half of the shock series, and Porter et al. (1948) found 
that their rats shocked in infancy remained lighter than 
their littermates until discontinuation of ECS. Jensen and 
Stainbrook (1949) found a weight gain in their pregnant fe­
male rats without corresponding food intake, and hyperphagia 
and sustained weight gain followed the shock series.
With this overview of the general factors involved 
in ECS research, we next turn to some of the areas of 
data deficiency in order to develop the hypotheses of the 
study to follow.
CHAPTER III
THE EXPERIMENT
In this investigation, the focus was upon con­
tributing some data which would aid in uncovering the 
elusive mechanism or mechanisms that make electroconvulsive 
shock (ECS) effective in the treatment of depression and 
other emotional disturbances. Before beginning, however, 
it is necessary to delineate some of the gaps in the lit­
erature and state the hypotheses upon which this experiment 
was based.
The first gap in the literature is one which arises 
from the data and premises concerning the point in the his­
tory of a response at which ECS is introduced. In the 
previous chapter it was noted that most experimenters in­
troduce convulsive shock either prior to learning of the 
response, concurrently with the learning of the response, 
or subsequent to the learning of the response. These 
operations respectively indicate that investigators study­
ing the electroconvulsive shock phenomena have almost uni­
versally made one of the following premises: (1) ECS
affects the ability to learn (Bernberg, 1951; Braun et al.,
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1949; Eriksen et al., 1948; Porter et al., 1948; Russell,
1949); (2) ECS affects the formation of a response (Brown
& Simpson, 1956; Coons & Miller, 1960; Duncan, 1949; Leukel, 
1957; Mulhan & Stone, 1949; Thomson et aJL., 1961); (3) ECS
affects the retention or performance of a learned response 
(Adams & Lewis, 1962b; Braun et al., 1949b; Friedman, 1953; 
Horowitz & Stone, 1947; McGinnies, 1947; Palmer, 1950;
Siegel & Siegel, 1949; Williams, 1961). Only Hovorka (1958) 
has measured the effect of ECS on an occurring response 
using shock as a trial terminator. The following study was 
designed to gather additional data on ECS administered dur­
ing such an ongoing response.
A second gap exists in that literature which has 
viewed the effects of ECS as a conditioning phenomenon. 
Considering the elements of the total cue compound, it has 
been shown that the physical stimuli of the shock environ­
ment are important factors which differentially affect the 
amount of behavior decrement (Adams & Lewis, 1962b, Fried­
man, 1953; Hovorka, 1958; Yarnell, 1964) and that these 
cues are mediated temporally (Coons & Miller, 1960; Duncan, 
1949; Leukel, 1957). However, no research was found which 
investigated the effect of ECS and proprioceptive stimuli 
upon behavioral modification. Brady and others (Brady,
1951, 1952, 1957; Brady & Hunt, 1951; Brady, Hunt, & Seller, 
1954; Brady, Stebbins, & Hunt, 1953; Geller & Brady, 1961;
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Hunt, Jernberg, & Brady, 1954) have approached the measure­
ment of the effect of somatic cues in their research on ECS 
and the conditioned emotional response (CER) which has an 
extensive kinesthetic component. This research quite 
clearly differs from other studies examining such variables 
as duration of decrement, trial-shock interval, number of 
shocks, temporal distribution of ECS, etc. However, none 
of the investigations done by Brady and his associates were 
designed to study either the effect of ECS upon the ongoing 
response or upon the proprioceptive stimuli associated with 
the CER.
A third major area of exploration of this study 
arises from investigations concerning the duration of re­
sponse decrement (Braun et al_., 1949a; Eriksen et al., 1948; 
Risshikof & Rosvold, 1953; Russell, 1949). Their research 
has shown that the effects of ECS are temporary, but that 
the duration of response diminution varies with different 
experimental conditions. All ECS studies that have carried 
their measurement far enough have found that convulsed rats 
were either able to learn or relearn a given problem, no 
matter how long after shock the measurement took place. In 
the rare studies where learning never rose above a chance 
level in the shock groups (Stern & Williams, 1961; Brady 
et al., 1954), the potent factors seemed to be the number
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and spacing of convulsions. This immediate generalized 
suppression of responding following what appears to be a 
punishing stimulus with subsequent improvement in the re­
sponse rate (Adams & Lewis, 1962b; Adams & Sharp, 1961; 
Coons & Hiller, 1960; Friedman, 1953; Hovorka, 1958; 
Yarnell, 1964) is reminiscent of the punishment-inhibition 
paradigm first studied by* Estes and Skinner (1941). These 
latter investigators have shown that the immediate effect 
of punishment is that the animal stops performing the 
punished response. However, they report that this initial 
suppression is not permanent. Azrin (1959, 1960) showed 
that if food is associated with the CS in the punishment 
situation, the animal eventually begins responding again. 
Even without the aid of other sources of reinforcement, re­
sponse inhibition is not likely to be permanent. Estes
(1944) administered grid shock to rats while extinguishing 
a food reinforced, lever-pressing response and found that 
the animals soon began responding again when shock was dis­
continued even though food reward was not present. This 
study, in which ECS is administered to an ongoing response, 
is far more similar to the conditioned suppression tech­
nique of Estes (1944) than are the experimental designs of 
other ECS investigations. Therefore, it was anticipated 
that if ECS were a punishing stimulus, then the behavioral
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effects would be very similar to those seen in the condi­
tioned suppression paradigm.
Hypotheses. The foregoing data have outlined the 
apparent role of convulsive shock in response inhibition, 
the role of stimulus cues in mediating that inhibition, 
the lack of data on ECS and proprioceptive cues, and the 
paucity of information on the effect of ECS upon an on­
going response. The purpose of the following experiment 
was to investigate the effect of electroconvulsive shock 
and differential proprioceptive stimulus cues when ECS is 
administered to an occurring response as a trial terminator. 
In general, the prediction was that the duration of response 
inhibition would be a function of the number and magnitude 
of the proprioceptive stimuli associated with electroconvul­
sive shock. More specifically, it was predicted that the 
more similar the somesthetic cues in the ECS and post-ECS 
trials, (1) the longer would be the time taken to traverse 
the maze (running time), (2) the more vacillation would 
occur in terms of the number of trips to the choice point, 
and (3) the greater the number of trials that would be taken 
to reach the post-ECS relearning criterion of three consecu­
tive errorless trials. Furthermore, it was predicted that 
ECS would act as a punishing agent resulting in (4) an im­
mediate generalized suppression of responding in ECS groups
with subsequent gradual improvement as measured by response 
latencies, running times, and total number of starts to cri 
terion. Since the behavior involved in response latencies 
and leaving the start box would not involve experiencing 
proprioceptive cues, no generalization of these cues was 
anticipated in either of these two measures. It was also 
predicted that (5) all ECS groups would exhibit fearful be­
havior in the post-ECS situation in the form of increased 
number of defecations and urinations (Adams & Sharp, 1961). 
(6) In opposition to a perseveration or cognitive deficit 
hypothesis of response inhibition, it was predicted that 
there would be no increase in the number of forwardgoing, 
wrong-cul errors.
Experimental Procedure
Subjects. Fifty-six Harlan-Wistar male albino rats 
completed the post-shock retraining phase of the experiment 
At the beginning of training, they ranged in age from 107 
to 117 days old and averaged 278 grams in weight. Sixty- 
seven animals initially began training. This number in­
cluded three extra animals to experience ECS in order to 
cover the 4 to 6 per cent animal loss anticipated during 
ECS trials. Of these 67, however, six animals had to be 
dropped during the training phase for failure to leave the 
start box after the introduction of the alligator clip
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electrodes; one animal had to be destroyed due to contract­
ing a middle ear infection; one animal was destroyed after 
suffering a spinal fracture on the second day of ECS trials; 
and the two remaining reserve ECS animals were randomly 
dropped prior to the relearning phase in order to even out 
the eight groups at seven rats each.
All animals had their eyes enucleated and their 
vibrissae clipped five days prior to beginning training. 
Stainless steel Justrite Wound Clips (No. B-2335, 18mm.) 
were permanently attached to each animal1s pinnae on the 
day prior to training to serve as the electrical contact 
for the alligator clip electrodes. These steel wound clips 
were occasionally lost due to the animals fighting, scratch­
ing, or getting them caught on cage appendages. They were 
replaced as necessary throughout the experiment.
Apparatus. The maze consisted of a single choice 
point alley T-maze, the arms of which were inclined ramps 
capable of being fixed at either 30, 20, 10, or zero degrees 
of inclination. The base of the 'T' was a straight alley 8" 
wide, 8N high, and 32" long; the first 8 inches of this 
alley was the start box. The overall length of the top of 
the ' T' was 50", and the wall containing the incline rose 
from 8" at the choice point to a height of 16" at the goal 
box. The arms of the 'T* were also 8" wide. The floor of
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the maze, including the inclines, was covered with 1/2” 
hardware cloth. The variable pitch ramp was 21” long with 
a 1-1/2" diameter food cup at each goal end.
In order to be able to deliver convulsive shock to 
the animal while he was responding and without removing 
him from the maze, an appliance was developed which allowed 
the electrical wires and the brass alligator clip terminals 
to be attached to the animal1s stainless steel wound clips 
as well as allowing the animal to move around freely in the 
maze throughout the trial. A 36" tall gallows with a 5" 
crossmember was placed at the head of the 'T'. This arrange­
ment allowed a small swivel pulley to be suspended directly 
over the center of the choice point of the ' T* and equidis­
tant from the goal alley ends and the start box gate. A 
cotton string was attached to the shock wires ten inches 
above the ear clip electrodes, and the other end of the 
string ran through the pulley to a counterweight behind the 
gallows. This pulley-counterweight system allowed the ECS 
wires and alligator clips to remain suspended above the ani­
mal's head no matter where he was in the maze. The entire 
maze was covered with 1/8” clear plexiglass with an open,
3/4” channel running from the center of the start box to the 
center of each goal end. The plexiglass served to prevent 
the escape of the animal while at the same time allowing 
free movement of the overhead wires.
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The ECS wires consisted of fifteen feet of light­
weight transistor radio earphone wire attached to two 3 
gram copper alligator clip electrodes. The other end of 
this wire was attached to a standard audio jack which 
plugged into a modified version of Hayes' (1948) shock 
apparatus. The continuously variable rheostat of the 
shock apparatus was set to deliver 50 milliamps of electri­
cal current to the ear clip electrodes. A Lafayette Instru­
ment Company Decade Interval Timer (Model 40B) regulated 
the duration of the ECS current at .5 seconds.
Photoelectric cells were placed 6" from the start 
gate and 6" from each goal. To avoid interference with 
the overhead wires, the start gate dropped rather than 
raised, and it activated the first of two Lafayette Instru­
ment Co. Electric Stop Clocks. To determine the latency 
of response, the first clock was stopped when the rat 
crossed the first photoelectric beam. The crossing of the 
first photoelectric beam in turn activated the second 
electric timer which stopped when the animal broke the ap­
propriate goal photoelectric beam. This yielded running 
time.
Procedure. Five days prior to beginning training, 
the rats were placed on 22 hour food deprivation. The 
experiment took place in three phases, I, II, and III.
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All animals wore the ear clip electrodes on every trial of 
every phase after the first five days (15 trials) of pre­
training. Ear clips were attached to the rat’s wound 
clips in the area adjacent to the start box immediately 
prior to beginning each day's runs. To prevent generali­
zation of anxiety resulting from handling or the approach 
of Ef each animal was removed from its living cage and 
placed in a handling cage approximately one hour prior to 
his daily trials. Following each day’s trials, all rats 
were placed in a second handling cage, and, one hour later, 
they were returned to their living cage where they were fed 
for one hour.
Since the study dealt with the proprioceptive stimuli 
involved in a learned habit, an inclined plane problem was 
selected which had been demonstrated to have a high degree 
of proprioceptive discriminability and in which all other 
exteroceptive stimuli could be feasibly controlled or elimi­
nated. Ruch (1927, 1930) was the first to use an inclined 
plane to demonstrate that rats could reliably discriminate 
as little as four degrees of inclination in the absence of 
exteroceptive cues. Many of his animals were able to make 
discriminations as fine as one degree of inclination.
Exteroceptive cues were controlled in several ways. 
First, visual cues were eliminated by the enucleation of 
the eyes of all animals. Vibrissae were clipped to limit
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tactual feedback, and other tactual cues from the floors 
and walls of the maze were assumed to be minimally dis­
criminate. Auditory stimuli were controlled by a daily 
random rotation of the maze to one of four positions 
separated by 90° of arc. A loud, antiquated window air 
conditioner additionally served to mask possible auditory 
cues. Olfactory cues were randomized by scattering food 
outside of the maze walls, by rotation of the maze, and by 
randomly changing the direction of the air conditioner vent. 
Position habits were precluded by running the animals to 
the side opposite their turn preference as demonstrated on 
a block of three trials prior to the first day of training.
Prior to the training phase, all animals were random­
ly assigned to one of eight groups, and each group member 
was randomly assigned to one of eight cages, leaving one 
member from each group in each cage. Each group was then 
further randomly assigned to a particular shock-relearning 
condition. Bach group received a differential combination 
of either ECS or pseudo-ECS (PECS) during the shock phase 
of the experiment and was then retrained on the T-iiiase 
with goal alley ramps set for either 30, 20, 10 or zero 
degrees of inclination. For convenience, these groups were 
designated ECS-30, ECS-20, ECS-10, ECS-0, PECS-30, PECS-20, 
PECS-10, and PECS-0. All animals were initially trained on 
the 30° ramp. Then, for example, the ECS-10 group received
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ECS during the shock phase and was retrained on the 10° ramp.
Phase X consisted of training. All animals learned 
to find food in the appropriate goal cup with the inclined 
ramp being constantly fixed at 30° of elevation during the 
training trials. Food was present at the appropriate goal 
box on every trial of every phase. Ear clip electrodes were 
attached for daily trials commencing with the 16th training 
trial. Each animal received three training trials per day 
for 15 days for a total of 45 training trials.
Phase II consisted of ECS. At this point, all ani­
mals designated as shock animals (ECS) received electrocon­
vulsive shock while on the 30° ramp just as they completed 
a trial by crossing the goal box photoelectric beam. In 
the event that an animal did not complete a trial within 
three minutes, he was removed from the maze, placed on the 
30° ramp at the food cup, and administered ECS. Since the 
ECS animals were unconscious following a day's trial, only 
one trial per day was given during this phase. All pseudo­
shock (PECS) control animals experienced all of the maze 
conditions of the ECS groups including one trial per day 
and excluding the electroconvulsive shock itself. Four ECS 
trials were given to insure the minimum cumulative effect 
of ECS.
Phase III consisted of retraining. At this time, 
retraining of the eight groups was begun under each of the
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four differential post-shock incline conditions of 30°,
20°, 10°, and 0°. All animals were given three post-ECS 
trials per day until the last animal had reached the 
prescribed criterion of three consecutive errorless trials.
The following eight measures were used: (1) response
latency, (2) running time, (3) number of defecations and 
urinations, (4) errors, (5) uncompleted correct turns, (6) 
number of starts to criterion, (7) number of trips to the 
choice point, and (8) the number of trials to criterion. 
Errors and uncompleted correct turns were defined as a 
full body length entry into the wrong or right cul respec­
tively. Trips to the choice point were defined as tra­
versing the straight alley at least up to the entrance of 
the inclined ramps, and separate trips were counted only 
if the animal returned fully to the start box and returned 
to the choice point.
CHAPTER IV
RESUI/FS AND DISCUSSION 
Results
Prior to presenting the data, it might be useful to 
restate two of the primary purposes of this study. The 
first was to demonstrate the similarity between the 
punishment-inhibition paradigm of Estes and Skinner (1941) 
and the behavior exhibited following electroconvulsive 
shock, and the second was to show that proprioceptive cues 
are as effective as exteroceptive cues in mediating post- 
ECS response inhibition. The data will be presented as 
follows: (1) inhibition measures, (2) defecation data,
and (3) error data.
Inhibition measures. An overall view of the inhi­
bition measures, which include response latency, running 
time, starts, number of trips to the choice point, and 
total trials to criterion; reveal that ECS is a powerful 
response inhibitor. In every one of these measures, analy­
ses of variance revealed that the difference between the 
ECS and pseudo-ECS control groups was significant beyond 
the .01 level with several measures of significance running 
beyond the .001 level. Moreover, cessation of responding
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was learned far more quickly than the original food-finding 
habit, and, in the measures that were calculated over 
trials, the response strength gradually increased following 
shock until all animals were once more running at pre-shock 
levels. Not one animal failed to reach criterion, indicat­
ing that the effects of shock are indeed temporary and 
closely imitative of the conditioned suppression found by 
Estes and Skinner (1941), Estes (1944), and others men­
tioned earlier.
Two basic analysis of variance designs were employed 
to evaluate the data. Where the effects of the two indepen­
dent variables, the shock condition (A) and the incline 
levels (B), were measured over trials (R), the data were 
cast into a Type II factorial design (Lindquist, 1953).
Where frequency measures were used to study the effects of 
shock (A) and incline (B), a simple two-way analysis of 
variance was used.
The response latency measure showed that the ECS 
and PECS groups were significantly different beyond the 
.001 level and that this difference diminished as the num­
ber of post-shock trials increased (P ^  .005). There was 
no difference in response latency attributable to the 
different incline levels experienced after shock. These 
data are presented in Fig. 1. The number of starts to cri­
terion data revealed that the shocked animals made a
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Fig. 1. Poet-shock response latencies in 
blocks of 12 trials.
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significantly greater number of starts (p < .001) before 
reaching criterion than did their pseudo-shock controls.
Again, there was no significant difference attributable to 
the different incline levels. Both of these results were 
consistent with the hypotheses.
Running time. the time taken for the animal to tra­
verse the maze from the start box to the appropriate goal, 
demonstrated that ECS was effective in significantly in­
creasing running time in the convulsed groups (p^.001), 
second, that the different incline levels experienced in 
retraining added to the inhibition in the predicted direc­
tion (p^ .005), and, finally, that this inhibition effect 
was ameliorated over the post-shock trials (p K..001).
These data are presented in Fig. 2 and the analysis of 
variance in Table 1. An inspection of the graph in Fig.
2 indicates that the ECS-30 group ran slowest throughout 
the trials, ECS-20 second slowest, and the ECS-10 and ECS-0 
ran about the same with the ECS-10 group performing slight­
ly better. When these data were analyzed by means of 't ' 
tests, they showed that the running times of ECS-20 and ECS-30 
did not differ significantly from each other but both dif­
fered significantly (p< .05) from the two lower groups. 
Likewise, ECS-0 and ECS-10 did not differ significantly 
from one another.
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE 
RUNNING TIME SCORES
Source df MS F
ECS vs. ECS control (A) 1 2 323 037.04 257.54**
Incline level (B) 3 56 602.60 6.28*
A X B 3 1 560.20 .17
Between S/s Error 48 9 020.01
Between S/s 55
Trials (R) 59 27 707.66 10.97**
R X A 59 17 093.45 6.77**
R X B 177 984.96 .39
R X A X B 177 1 206.69 .48
Within S/s Error 2832 2 525.40
Within §_' s 3304
Total 3359
**P< .001
.005
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Another measure of inhibition, or perhaps more cor­
rectly of "vacillation," was the number of trips each ani­
mal ran to the choice point. It was hypothesized that the 
more similar the somesthetic cues of the ECS and post-ECS 
situations, the greater number of trips that would be 
taken before reaching criterion. This analysis indicated 
that the shocked animals made significantly more trips to 
the choice point than did the pseudo-shock controls
(P< .005), that the different incline levels were effective
in increasing the number of trips to the choice point 
(P< .025), and that the number of trips changed over trials 
(P<- .001). (See Table 2 and Fig. 3.)
In spite of the fact that both shock and the various 
incline levels produced a difference in the number of trips 
to the choice point, the nature and consistency of that ef­
fect was difficult to discern from either Fig. 3 or 't' test 
analyses. Table 2 shows that the shock-trial interaction 
(R X A) is significant at the .001 level and suggests that
the change in ECS animals over trials is not necessarily a
simply linear effect. To clarify this interaction and high­
light any effect of the various incline levels, inter-trial 
variance was eliminated. Approaching the problem in terms 
of anticipatory goal responses, three measures were used to 
measure at what point in the maze the greatest number of 
vacillations occurred. The first of these measures was the
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TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF POST-SHOCK 
TRIPS TO THE CHOICE POINT
Source df MS F
ECS vs. ECS control (A) 1 22.00 11.89**
Incline level (B) 3 6.33 3.42*
A X B 3 2.67 1.44
Between S,'s Error 48 1.85
Between S_'s 55
Trials (R) 59 1.07 2.28**
R X A 59 1.08 2.30***
R X B 177 .12 .26
R X A X B 177 .51 • 1.09
Within S/s Error 2832
Within S/s 3304
Total 3359
***P< .001 
**P< .005 
*P^ .025
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number of starts to criterion which measured the amount of 
vacillation at a point most distant from the goal. These 
data, presented previously, showed a significant effect due 
to ECS (P^.001) but none due to the different incline 
levels. The second measure utilized was the number of trips 
to the choice point before entering either goal arm one 
whole body length. Since the choice point was equidistant 
from both the start gate and the goals, these data measured 
the amount of vacillation occurring in the first half of 
the maze. Figure 4 shows the clear and significant general­
ization effect of the shock and proprioceptive cues, the 
vacillation occurring in the first half of the maze. The 
simple two-way analysis of variance is presented in Table 
3. Though the act of placing the forepaws on a ramp with­
out committing themselves one whole body length was not 
measured and, therefore, cannot be substantiated statisti­
cally; most animals were observed to experience the ramp 
in just that way. Thus, the data on the number of trips to 
the choice point before entering either goal arm one whole 
body length suggest that the anticipatory cues generated by 
the different levels of incline were sufficient to cause 
vacillation in the shocked rats in direct proportion to the 
degree of similarity between the ECS and post-ECS ramp con­
ditions. The third measure of anticipatory goal responses 
attempted to assess the amount of vacillation in the second
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TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF TRIPS TO THE 
CHOICE POINT BEFORE ENTERING EITHER 
GOAL ARM ONE WHOLE BODY LENGTH
Source df MS F
ECS vs. ECS control (A) 1 224.00 11.34**
Incline level (B) 3 58.47 2.96*
A X B 3 58.81 2.98*
Error 48 19.75
Total 55
**P< .001
*PX *05
half of the maze. This was the number of trips to the 
choice point after entering either goal arm one whole body 
length. An analysis of these data showed that the number 
of vacillations did not differ significantly from ramp to 
ramp although the shocked groups still make significantly 
more trips to the choice point (P< .001). This demonstrates 
that once the animal was able to fully experience a given 
level of ramp, then the somesthetic cues associated with 
the incline were no longer effective in mediating inhi­
bition.
A final measure of response inhibition in which the 
proprioceptive cues associated with shock were expected to 
generalize was that of the total number of trials to reach 
a criterion of three errorless trials. A simple two-way 
analysis of variance showed that the ECS groups took far 
longer to reach criterion than the pseudo-ECS controls 
(P< .001), but this response diminution was not affected 
by the various post-ECS ramp levels as was anticipated. 
These data are graphically presented in Fig. 5. However, 
an F Max. test of these data revealed the variance to be 
heterogeneous (P<.07), and appropriate 't' tests were run. 
As in the running time data, the * t 1 tests showed the gener 
alization effect in the predicted direction. The ECS-0 and 
ECS-10 both differed significantly from the ECS-20 and
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ECS-30 (Pt  .01), and neither the lower nor the upper two 
shock groups differed significantly from one another. All 
ECS groups differed from their respective pseudo-ECS con­
trols (P< .01). The PECS-10 group performed far superior 
(P< .01) to the other pseudo-shock control groups, none of 
which differed significantly from one another. This superi­
or performance of the PECS-10 group was also apparent in 
the response latency, running time, and error data. (See 
Figs. 2 and 5.)
Defecation data. Several researchers have used the 
number of defecations and urinations as a measure of pain 
or fear (Farris & Yeakel, 1943; Hall, 1934) and Adams and 
Sharp (1961) have applied this measure in an ECS experiment. 
A factorial analysis of these data demonstrated that rats 
given ECS evacuate considerably more ( P < .001) than the 
PECS controls, particularly in the early post-shock trials. 
The response rate drops to the pre-shock baseline very 
quickly after shock is terminated as measured over trials 
(PC.OOl), and there is a significant ECS-trial (R X A) 
interaction ( P < .001). No effect due to post-shock incline 
levels was shown. Defecation data are displayed in Fig. 6.
Error data. In opposition to a cognitive deficit 
hypothesis of post-ECS response diminution, it was predicted 
that neither shock nor the various incline levels would be
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In addition to the general hypothesis, six specific 
hypotheses were tested. The first three concerned the de­
gree of similarity between the proprioceptive cues in the 
ECS and post-ECS trials. It was predicted that the more 
similar were these cues that, first, the longer would be 
the time taken to traverse the maze (running times, Table 
1, Pig. 2); second, the more vacillation would occur in 
terms of the number of trips to the choice point (Tables 2 
and 3, Figs. 3 and 4); and, third, the greater the number 
of trials that would be taken to reach the post-ECS re­
learning criterion of three consecutive errorless trials 
(Fig. 5).
A fourth specific hypothesis predicted that ECS 
would act as a punishing agent resulting in an immediate 
generalized suppression of responding in ECS groups with 
subsequent gradual improvement as measured by response 
latencies (Fig. 1), running times (Fig. 2), and total num­
ber of starts to criterion. Affirmation for this predic­
tion was found in all of these measures. The fifth 
hypothesis indicated that all ECS groups would exhibit 
fearful behavior in the post-ECS situation in the form of 
increased frequency of defecations and urinations. This 
was verified the defecation and urination data (Fig. 6). 
Last, in opposition to a cognitive-deficit hypothesis of 
response inhibition, hypothesis six pointed out that no
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increase in the number of forwardgoing, wrong-cul errors 
should be expected. This fact was affirmed by the error 
data.
The following conclusions appear justified by the 
foregoing data. First, ECS is highly effective in inhibit­
ing a previously learned response. Second, it is also ap­
parent that the somesthetic cues supplied by the various 
incline levels were effective in mediating this inhibition 
in the predicted direction. It is difficult to assess 
whether this generalization effect was as broad as that 
seen in the studies where exteroceptive cues were used 
(Adams & Lewis, 1962b; Friedman, 1953; Yarnell, 1964).
This was primarily due to the fact that the animals in the 
present experiment had been blinded, and there is also a 
guestion of differences in maze difficulty to be considered.
Another problem exists concerning the generalization 
effect and it might be commented on at this point because of 
its implications for future research. Based on Ruch's 
(1927, 1930) data concerning the inclined plane difference 
limens, in which he found that blind rats could reliably 
discriminate as little as four degrees of inclination in 
the absence of exteroceptive cues, the ramp incline levels 
chosen were ten degrees apart. However, the running time, 
trips to the choice point, and trials to criterion data all 
indicated that there was no significant difference in
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inhibition between either the ECS-20 and ECS-30 or between 
the ECS-0 and ECS-10 groups; however, the two higher in­
cline ECS groups did differ significantly from the two 
lower incline ECS groups. A more stable generalization 
gradient might have been obtained if the gradients had been 
spread by greater than ten degrees. This gradient effect 
should be considered in any follow-up on this research.
In addition to the fact that ECS and interoceptive 
cues were found to be effective in mediating response inhi­
bition, several other features of the study appear worth 
mentioning. In an extensive survey of the literature on 
ECS, this is one of two studies found (Hovorka, 1958) in 
which ECS was administered to a specified ongoing response, 
hopefully opening a new avenue for ECS research. Second, 
the technique in which the animal is permitted to wear the 
electrodes throughout every trial seems to be a new con­
tribution to ECS research. The data of this study and those 
of Adams and Sharp (1961) both lead to the conclusion that 
the attachment of the ear clip electrodes is a frightening 
experience and produces response inhibition in the form of 
freezing, crouching, and defecation. This is reflected in 
this study in the pre-shock running time data which indi­
cates a slowing in the running times (P< .001) between the 
fifteenth (pre-electrode attachment) trial and the sixteenth 
(post-eletftrode attachment) trial. These data are graphically
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presented in Pig. 7. It is also apparent from this graph 
that the animal is able to overcome the fear and burden of 
the electrodes and learn to function with them attached. 
Therefore, the procedure of this experiment avoids a major 
source of possible confound in the behavior which occurs 
when ear-clip attachment and ECS are begun simultaneously.
A third possible procedural contribution to the EGS re­
search is the use of inexpensive and chronically implanted 
stainless steel ear clips to which the alligator clip 
electrode can be attached more easily than to the pinnae 
alone. These ear clips additionally avoid the use of gauze- 
bound ear clips which often slip, and they also avoid the 
use of the saline solution necessary for better electrical 
contact.
Though it was not the purpose of this study to in­
vestigate or verify a theoretical concept concerning ECS, 
a word on the theoretical implications may be relevant to 
future research. Researchers vested in the "perseveration," 
"pain-fear," or "competing response" hypotheses of the 
underlying mechanism of ECS all seem to manage to find af­
firmation for their favorite theory. Looking back to the 
review of the literature in Chapter 2, however, the conclu­
sion that could be logically drawn concerning ECS was that- 
it was differentially disruptive of a learned response 
under various subject, apparatus, and experimental conditions.
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At our present level of sophistication of measuring the 
behavior associated with ECS, much the same behavior is 
apparently being studied (e.g., running times, response 
latencies, errors, etc.) but interpreted differently. No 
one has raised the possibility that more than one or, per­
haps, all three of the previously mentioned explanations 
might be jointly tenable. Not only is it possible that 
they are jointly tenable, but it is also possible that ECS 
has a multiplicity of effects on animal behavior which may 
be either differently weighted or, perhaps, obscured by 
crude measurement techniques or experimenter bias.
If one were falling into this theoretical trap, 
however, the data of this study would seem to point toward 
a "pain-fear" notion and away from a "perseveration” expla­
nation of the effects of ECS. It is by no means definitive. 
The facts are (1) that the "avoidance" or "pain-fear" con­
cept was lent particular strength by the fact that there 
was no increase in the number of errors made following the 
administration of ECS. (2) The post-shock observations of 
the ECS animals showed that their behavior was not charac­
terized by erratic exploration of the maze as if “relearning" 
the response, but, rather, it was marked by crouching, 
freezing, and hesitation in moving toward the maze. This 
is shown most clearly in the running times and number of 
trips to the choice point prior to entering either goal arm
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one whole body length. (3) The fear associated with ECS is 
clearly established by the defecation and urination data, a 
rather well documented measure of fear (Adams & Sharp, 1961; 
Farris & Yeakel, 1945; Hall, 1934). (4) It was determined
that the greater the similarity between the proprioceptive 
cues in the ECS and the post-ECS situations, the greater 
is the vacillation and response inhibition following con­
vulsive shock. This predicted and verified generalization 
effect also lends validity to a "pain-fear" explanation of 
the effects of ECS.
Implications for future research. Some of the rami­
fications of this study for future research have been 
pointed out earlier; however, longer range goals for this 
particular experimental approach are based on comments by 
Kalinowski (1952) on the relationships between depressive 
behavior and electroconvulsive therapy. He points to the 
superiority of electroconvulsive shock therapy for the 
treatment of the affective disorders, particularly the de­
pressive symptoms, and he states that "episodic recurrences 
of the psychosis cannot be prevented." Based on his 
(Kalinowski, 1952) observations of the episodic nature of 
depression and findings by Stevenson and Cohegan (1951), 
Kalinowski recommends prophylactic electric shock treatment 
at periodic intervals following the original series of
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treatments. Kalinowski (1952) is not as optimistic con­
cerning the electroconvulsive treatment of schizophrenia.
Earlier it was pointed out that Adams and Lewis 
(1962b), Coons and Miller (1960), Friedman (1953), Hovorka 
(1958), and Yarnell (1964) have all shown that ECS is ef­
fective in inhibiting a response when associated with 
exteroceptive cues. However, it seemed unlikely that 
electroconvulsively treated patients were responding to 
such external cues. Therefore, it seemed necessary to ex­
tend the data to internally mediated cues. The effect of 
ECS and interoceptive cues upon behavioral modification 
was broached by this preliminary investigation. Future 
research might explore the somatic and, perhaps, neurophys- 
iological components of depressive behavior with an eye 
to relating them to the response inhibition notion of 
electroconvulsive shock. More particularly, future in­
vestigators might look for behavior modification due to 
neurophysiological response inhibition rather than the 
tissue damage notions prevalent in earlier research (Hayes, 
1953; Thompson, 1957a; Thompson & Dean, 1955).
Secondly, based on Kalinowski*s (1952) assessment 
of the superior effectiveness of ECS in alleviating affec­
tive disorders as compared to the treatment of schizo­
phrenia, it was felt that the elements of depression, 
particularly the somatic components, are more constant
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(ongoing) than the more cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia. 
That is, the symptoms of depression seemed to be more likely 
to be occurring during any one electroconvulsive shock 
treatment than did the symptoms of schizophrenia. This ob­
servation prompted the notion of the need for research on 
the "ongoing" response. Future investigations might be di­
rected at discerning the differential effectiveness of ECS 
in inhibiting various kinds of specific "ongoing" responses. 
Also, it would be worthwhile to study the effect of ECS 
upon the ongoing response in the light of such independent 
variables as those associated with the subject, with the 
convulsive stimulus, with the apparatus, and with various 
time and response parameters.
Summary
Data covered in the review of the literature high­
lighted the apparent role of electroconvulsive shock in 
response inhibition, the role of stimulus cues in mediating 
that inhibition, the lack of data on ECS and proprioceptive 
cues, and the paucity of information on the effect of ECS 
upon a response being performed. It was the purpose of the 
experiment to investigate the effect of electroconvulsive 
shock and differential somesthetic stimulus cues upon an on­
going response. The general prediction was that the dura­
tion of response inhibition would be a function of the
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similarity between the proprioceptive stimuli of the ECS 
conditions and those of the post-ECS situation.
Fifty-six Harlan-Wistar male albino rats, their 
eyes enucleated and vibrissae clipped, were randomly di­
vided into eight groups. All groups wore alligator clip 
electrodes attached to stainless steel ear clips on every 
trial of the experiment. In Phase X, all groups were 
trained to find food in a T-maze whose goal arms were ele­
vated ramps fixed at 30° of inclination. During the elec­
troconvulsive shock trials, Phase II.half of the eight 
groups received ECS on the 30° ramp upon reaching the goal 
while the other four groups served as pseudo-ECS controls.
In the post-ECS period, Phase III. the four ECS and four 
pseudo-ECS groups were retrained to find food in the T-maze. 
One-fourth of both the ECS and PECS groups were retrained 
with inclines respectively set at 30°, 20°, 10°, and 0° of 
inclination. Running times, number of trips to the choice 
point, and number of trials to criterion all confirmed the 
hypothesis that the more similar the somesthetic cues of 
the ECS and post-ECS conditions, the greater the amount of 
inhibition that would occur. A significantly greater 
amount of defecations and urinations occurred in the shocked 
groups lending credence to a "pain-fear" interpretation of 
the effect of ECS. No differences were found between ECS 
and pseudo-ECS groups in the number of forwardgoing errors
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made, offering little support to a "perseveration" expla­
nation of the effect of ECS. Contributions of the study 
were discussed as were the supporting data for a "pain- 
fear” theory of ECS. Future research possibilities were 
proposed with investigations being aimed at relating a 
response inhibition notion of ECS to the somatic and, 
possibly, neurophysiological components of the affective 
disorders, particularly depressive symptoms.
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